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Figure 5: Shortlisted route alignments
In broad terms, these follow three corridors as described below:
Corridor

Option

Western starting
point

Route

Eastern starting
point

Northern

2

Galley’s Corner

North of existing
A120, entirely off-line

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

17

River Brain

North of existing
A120, entirely off-line

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

3

Galley’s Corner

Part on-line or north
of existing A120

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

4a

Galley’s Corner

Outside northern
edge of Bradwell
Quarry

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

4b

Galley’s Corner

Through Bradwell
Quarry

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

1b

River Brain

Through Bradwell

Between Kelvedon

Central
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Southern

Quarry

and Marks Tey

1a

River Brain

Outside southern
edge of Bradwell
Quarry

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

9a

Galley’s Corner

Outside southern
edge of Bradwell
Quarry

South of Kelvedon

8

River Brain

Outside southern
edge of Bradwell
Quarry

South of Kelvedon

Table 33: Route options at end of Stage 0 sifting process

5.3

Initial option assessment (Stage 1)

At the beginning of Stage 1 a further evaluation was undertaken to reduce the number of options down to a
manageable number to consider in more detail and potentially present for consultation. To reduce the number of
options, three key questions had to be answered:
•

Were there any remaining environmental “show stoppers” that would differentiate between route
options?

•

Were there any engineering feasibility or cost reasons why we cannot pass through Bradwell quarry?

•

Were there any engineering feasibility or cost issues that would rule out route options starting in the
vicinity of the River Brain or at Galley’s Corner?

In relation to the environmental question, no new “show stoppers” were found against any of the nine options.
The overall level of environmental effects associated with each route option was broadly comparable and thus
not a differentiating consideration at this stage. Of the nine options, Options 2 and 17 were consistently the
worst performers in Value for Money Terms. Hence the decision was made to discard Options 2 and 17, noting
that these options unlike the other northern option, Option 3, did not bring the benefits for some local traffic
movements of connectivity with the existing A120.
In relation to the quarry question, discussions with ECC minerals team confirmed that the options passing
through Bradwell quarry were feasible in principle. Cost would depend on the engineering detail and whilst likely
to be significant would not be disproportionate to the overall cost of the scheme. The options avoiding the
quarry had greater impact on existing settlements - in the case of option 1a Silver End and in the case of option
4a the southern limits of Bradwell and Perry Green. Option 4a also had an impact on the setting of the Grade 1
listed Parish Church of the Holy Trinity in Bradwell. Considering these factors the decision was made to discard
options 1a and 4a.
In relation to the western starting point question, this would largely depend on development of options, including
initial junction layouts, traffic analysis and other assessments and both starting at the River Brain or Galley’s
Corner were options worthy of further investigation.
Thus five routes were selected to be developed in more detail and assessed, from north to south being 3, 4b,
1b, 9a and 8.
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Corridor

Option

Western starting
point

Route

Eastern starting
point

Northern

3

Galley’s Corner

Part on-line or north
of existing A120

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

Central

4b

Galley’s Corner

Through Bradwell
Quarry

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

1b

River Brain

Through Bradwell
Quarry

Between Kelvedon
and Marks Tey

9a

Galley’s Corner

Outside southern
edge of Bradwell
Quarry

South of Kelvedon

8

River Brain

Outside southern
edge of Bradwell
Quarry

South of Kelvedon

Southern

Table 34: Route options for detailed assessment

5.4

Design parameters and assumptions

Introduction
The design of the options has been developed in accordance with DMRB and MCHW, some new standards
have been issued during the design development period, refer to the Implementation of New Standards PCF
product for details on the application and impact of these new standards (Document Reference: B3553T41JAC-HGN-00-REP-C-0007). Many aspects of the design will not be developed until later on in the design
process, therefore for costing and environmental assessment purposes some design assumptions are required
which are summarised below.
Expressway
In Highways England’s Roads Investment Strategy the aspiration is stated for the A120 to become an
Expressway. (Expressways will be high standard dual carriageways with limited junctions and technology to
manage traffic, inform motorists and provide safety approaching motorways levels, with ease of maintenance
and operational resilience at the heart of their design.) With this in mind, in so far as is relevant to this stage of
project, the design provides for this.
At the time of writing the Expressway standards are developing but features are expected to include:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Highest quality geometry all-purpose trunk road (APTR) carriageway operating at the
national speed limit (ie 70mph) and typically mile-a-minute average operational speed
Grade separated junctions or left only movements and no central reserve gaps
No direct private means of access/egress and limited junctions (generally B class roads and above)
Prohibition of non-motorised users (NMUs) and slow moving vehicles shall be prohibited from using an
expressway and where practicable, alternative provision shall be considered so that NMUs journey
experience should at a minimum, be no worse for any group than before the implementation of the
scheme.
Emergency Refuge Areas (ERAs) spaced at 2.5km in each direction with Variable Message Signs
(VMS) on cantilever gantries co-located at the ERAs
Proposed Central Reserve Concrete Barrier
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•
•
•

CCTV cameras to provide comprehensive coverage and incident detection system
Boundary fencing required to be maintained by the Highway Authority
Radar Incident Detection and Automatic Signals

Many of these features above are matters for later stages in the design; the design that has been done, in
particular the basic road layout, makes allowance for their future inclusion.
Highway Geometry
All options have been designed to the dual two lane all-purpose (D2AP) trunk road cross-section as defined in
figure 4-3a of DMRB TD27/05 “Cross-sections and headroom”
Noting the requirement for a mile-a-minute average operational speed for an Expressway a design speed of
120B or above as per DMRB TD9/93 “Highway Link Design” has been targeted.
The majority of mainline horizontal and vertical radii are all desirable minimum or within allowable relaxations,
however some departures have been identified at this stage mainly as a result of existing network constraints.
All departures are recorded in the Departures from Standard Checklist PCF product (Document Reference:
B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-REP-C-0006). In later design stages verge and central reserve widening will be added
to provide the requisite sight distance, thus locally increasing the cross section of the road from that currently
shown. In space critical locations, for instance Galley’s Corner, the design has allowed for this widening.
The horizontal alignment of the A120 mainline (within the general corridor of the route option) may vary at a
later date as the result of consultation comments or further assessments. The vertical alignment of the mainline
is likely to be varied as the design develops to optimise the earthworks balance or suit other requirements like
drainage as further information becomes available.
Due to the provision of the ERAs in accordance with the draft expressway standards it is not expected for any
other laybys or rest areas to be provided but the need will be assessed during later design stages. The need for
maintenance hard / standings will be discussed with the maintainer (ASC) as the scheme develops.
No road safety audit has been carried out on the design as HD 19/15 does not require a Stage 1 Audit until the
completion of preliminary design. The design has been discussed with the operational safety expert within the
design team and indeed safety included in options assessment. For further details on operational and
maintenance safety see section 8.1.
Junctions
Due to the programme restrictions on the scheme development, the traffic model and the highways design have
been conducted concurrently. This means that the junction arrangements shown have been developed without
the full traffic model and therefore are subject to change, so at this stage are indicative only. The design has
been progressed far enough to confirm the general viability of a solution for a junction in so far as it effects the
overall alignment of each option, inform the scheme cost estimate and the general environmental impact. The
detail of junctions would be confirmed at later stages in the design process. This should be borne in mind when
reading the option descriptions that follow.
Side Roads, Non-Motorised Users and Accommodation Bridges
Side road and potential NMU diversion layouts have been developed but are indicative only; they have been
designed to show what a workable solution could look like and allow for the same in the scheme costings.
Whilst there have been informal discussions with Essex CC with regards to NMU provision, they are subject to
change as the design detail is developed and the NMU context report is completed at PCF stage 2. All NMU
bridges have been designed to double as accommodation bridges, a strategy which will be further reviewed as
the design develops and during discussions with both the Essex County Council and affected landowners.
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Accommodation Works
Other than the provision of bridges above, there has been no consideration of accommodation works at this
stage. This would be developed at the preliminary design stage in consultation with the affected landowners.
Drainage Design
Locations of potential outfalls and attenuation ponds have been developed and are shown on the scheme
drawings (Appendix B) but the position of the ponds is subject to change as the design develops. Outfalls to
watercourses have been assumed at this design stage as ground information / infiltration rates are not known
and this assumption has been used to inform the vertical alignment design of the route options. At later stage of
design in accordance with standards / SUDS guidance this would be revisited, including site tests, with a view to
using infiltration drainage wherever possible.
At this design stage no access routes for maintenance to / from the ponds have been designed, this will be
developed in future stages, the preference will being for access wherever possible off the local road network
access. Major culvert locations have been shown based on the desk based study. Pollution control measures
are not detailed at this stage, the requirements will be developed from the HAWRAT assessment and through
discussions with the Environment Agency during later stages of the scheme development. Culverts and ponds
have had initial sizings calculated based on 100 year return storms with climate change applied in accordance
with EA Feb 2016 guidelines for Anglia region (assuming for essential infrastructure, 120 year design life) , this
being 65% for watercourse flows in flood zone 2/3 and 35% and 40% on rainfall.
Lighting Design
At this stage on the A120 Braintree to A12 scheme no lighting assessment has been carried out. The lighting
design will not be developed until the preliminary design stage (PCF stage 3), the assumption at this stage is
that the junctions and the mainline alignment in the vicinity of the junction will be lit, but all other sections of the
scheme will not be lit. Where possible, lighting will be located in the verges to remove the need for central
reserve working.
Road Sign Design
At this design stage no sign design has been undertaken but it is considered possible that the new proposed
junctions at the western end of the scheme and with the A12 may require some gantry mounted signage. At all
other locations it is expected that verge mounted signs will be sufficient. Apart from the cantilever gantries
required for the VMS on the mainline (co-located at the ERAs), no other mainline gantries are anticipated at this
stage.
Road Restraint Design
To date no verge road restraint design has been developed, it is anticipated that standard steel verge road
restraint will be provided where required by the RRRAP assessment. Some localised high containment barrier
may be required at gantry locations, as well as a high containment parapet provided where the routes cross
over the railway. As detailed in the expressway section a central reserve concrete barrier is expected to be
provided.
Road Pavement Design
The design of the road pavement has not been developed at this stage but assumptions at this stage are that
the pavement will be fully flexible or flexible-composite with a Thin Surface Course System as the surface
course meaning the noise produced from the road will be lower than a concrete pavement or Hot Rolled Asphalt
(HRA) with stone chippings.
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Proposed Structures
At this stage of the scheme there has been limited structures design. Where side road and accommodation
bridges cross the proposed mainline A120 it has been assumed that where possible these will be provided
without a pier in the central reserve to reduce maintenance requirements, in addition the preference will be for
integral bridges to reduce the maintenance liabilities created by expansion joints and bearings.
Where structures are required over the River Blackwater, the extents of earthworks will be kept out of the flood
plain to avoid the requirement for flood compensation and minimise effect on flows.
Geotechnical Design
At this stage limited geotechnical design has been developed and all side slopes have been designed with a 1
in 3 side slope. This is to promote long term stability of the geotechnical structures and to facilitate maintenance
activities such as grass cutting. As the design develops there may be slight changes to the side slope to suit the
on-site material, which would alter the footprint of the scheme.
Four of the five routes for assessment pass through Bradwell quarry requiring some ground treatment. The
proposed approach is detailed in section 5.12.2.
Statutory Undertakers Requirements
All of the route options cross a large number of utilities, to date only C2 responses have been received and no
C3 estimates or diversion design work has been undertaken so at this stage the extent of such diversions is not
known. The identified clashes for each option have been priced using rates from historical schemes, this
information is provided in the Statutory Undertakers Estimate PCF product (Document Reference: B3553T41JAC-HGN-00-REP-C-0005)
Construction Impacts
The A120 to A12 scheme will be a significant construction project requiring a large construction compound or
possibly the use of additional satellite compounds. At this stage of the project no consideration has been given
to site compound location or the haul routes that will be used during construction. The constructability
assessment is contained in section 5.12.8.

5.5

Other schemes

Millennium Way Slip Roads
As mentioned in section 2.4, separate to the A120 Braintree to A12 scheme, west facing slip roads off / onto the
A120 are being proposed at B1018 Millennium Way to provide short-term congestion relief to Galley’s Corner.
At the time of writing this scheme has not secured funding nor planning consent so it is not certain that it will
proceed and so it is not included in the base case for the A120 Braintree to A12 scheme. For some of the A120
options, where noted in the following sections, these proposals would be necessary and if they did not proceed
separately would instead be provided under the A120 Braintree to A12 scheme.
A12 Junction 19-25 Widening
As part of Roads Investment Strategy it is proposed that the A12 be widened to three lanes in each direction
between Chelmsford (J19) and Marks Tey (J25). This scheme is being developed at the same time as the A120
by Jacobs for Highways England. It is planned that the route option public consultation for the A12 will be held
at the same time as the A120 Braintree to A12 one.
The A12 project have considered a range of widening solutions, in the sections of the potential A120 tie-ins. The
two options which will be presented for consultation are:
•

Asymmetric on-line widening – the A12 would be widened to the east. The existing southbound
carriageway would be widened and become the new northbound carriageway, with a new southbound
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carriageway constructed to the east. The existing northbound A12 carriageway would be converted into
a local access road (LAR).
•

Off-line widening – a new dual three lane A12 would be constructed off-line in the land to the east of the
existing A12 in two sections between J22 and J23 as well as between J24 to J25, outside of these
sections the widening will be carried out on-line. The new A12 would vary between 125 to 250m to the
east of the existing. In these off-line widening locations the existing A12 would be retained as a LAR,
with the carriageways reconfigured – the detail of which to be confirmed.

With both options above, the existing A12 Kelvedon bypass would be widened on-line to three-lanes in each
direction. The A120 scheme will therefore tie into a widened A12, however it is not known at this stage whether
this widening will be online or offline.

5.6

Option 3

The alignment of option 3 is shown in overview on B3553T41-JAC-GEN-00-DR-Z-0008 in Appendix A and in
detail on plan and profile drawings (B3553T41-JAC-HML-00-DR-C-0301 to 0306) in Appendix B.
Option 3 would commence west of Millennium Way with additional west facing slip roads provided to link to the
B1018 as per section 5.5, above. The existing B1018 would be signalised to allow S/B traffic on the B1018 to
join the A120 W/B.
Option 3 would remove the existing Galley’s Corner roundabout with the A120 passing through the site of the
existing roundabout at grade, curving northward. A new grade separated junction would be provided around
750m north east of the existing roundabout, giving access to Marks Farm roundabout, the A131 north, Fowler’s
Farm roundabout and the B1018. It is envisaged that this junction would be of the “dumb-bell” layout, although
this is subject to review once further traffic flows information becomes available
A new dual carriageway link around 500m long would run north-westward from the new A120 junction to join the
existing A120 around 900m south of Marks Farm Roundabout, thus providing the connection from the A120 to
the A131 north. Due to the large movement of vehicles from the A120 heading north on the A131, it is likely that
a segregated left turn will be provided at the northern dumb-bell roundabout for this traffic.
Local roads would be realigned to suit either side of the new A120 with a separate bridge envisaged to provide
a link into Braintree from Ashes Road via Cressing Road. The existing link from Fowler’s Farm Roundabout to
Galley’s Corner Roundabout would be realigned and extended eastward to meet this bridge at a proposed
roundabout south of the proposed A120. Links from this roundabout to the southern dumb-bell roundabout of
the A120 junction and provide the route into Braintree from the A120 to the east, as well as to Cressing via Long
Green Road. The existing pedestrian underpass west of the existing roundabout would be retained.
Due to the spatial constraints (properties and businesses surrounding the existing roundabout) and safety
requirements in standards with regard to horizontal and vertical alignment and stopping sight distance near
junctions it would not be possible to locate the new junction nearer the existing Galley’s Corner Roundabout. An
underpass for the A120 at Galley’s Corner Roundabout was initially considered to allow local roads to be
directly taken over the A120 but such a layout would have required departures from standard in vertical
curvature and stopping sight distance of two steps below desirable minimum values on the approach to a
junction. Due to safety concerns over such geometry and anticipated difficult construction and complex traffic
management phasing this option was rejected. By placing the A120 in an underpass in this section it would also
have been likely to require a pumped drainage system, creating an increased ongoing maintenance liability.
After the new Galley’s Corner Junction, the route continues north-eastward, passing under the existing A120 to
the west of the Dolphin Public House. The route then loops around, bypassing Bradwell to the north, passing to
the north of Miles Farm and crossing the River Blackwater north of the Shelbourn Bridge; this location for the
crossing being chosen on environmental grounds, the River Blackwater Valley being a local wildlife site closer
to the village. The river valley would be crossed on a viaduct approximately 190m long, it being envisaged that
this would span the entire width of the river floodplain. Water Lane would pass under the viaduct, possibly realigned to avoid the proposed bridge piers.
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After crossing the River Blackwater the route continues to curve southward to join the existing A120 alignment
near Doghouse Road and the access road to Bradwell Quarry. A grade separated junction would be provided in
this area to facilitate access to and from Bradwell and to and from the west of Coggeshall. The layout here is
complicated by the proximity of the existing A120 and other local roads and trying to minimise diversions for
non-motorised users (NMUs). The envisaged layout essentially is of the “dumb-bell“ type with the eastbound
slips connecting to a roundabout to the north of the proposed A120 joining a realigned Doghouse Road which
passes under a bridge carrying the new A120.The realigned Doghouse Road, which would have an adjacent
NMU facility (to replace a footpath severed by the A120) would then join the existing A120 at another
roundabout. The westbound off slip would pass over Doghouse Road to connect to another roundabout to the
west on the existing A120 – the angle of the various roads and lack of space preventing it tie-ing in directly to
the roundabout at the junction with Doghouse Road. The westbound on slip would lead up to the new A120
from this third roundabout. Between the two roundabouts on the existing A120 there would be a junction with
the access road from Bradwell Quarry.
The proposed A120 would then cross over the existing A120 to the east of Whiteshill Farm and then follows the
existing A120 on a similar alignment but further south. A separate new local access road (LAR) would be
provided to the south of the proposed A120 to link West Street in Coggeshall to Bradwell for local traffic and a
parallel path provided for non-motorised uses (NMUs). The existing A120 carriageway, on the north side of the
new A120, would be used as an access road to Stock Street Farm and adjoining properties. Holfied Grange
Road (a single track lane) would join this access road which then would cross over the new A120 on a bridge to
join West Street. The arrangement outlined would give the most direct route for the LAR and NMUs between
Bradwell and Coggeshall, avoiding the LAR having to bridge over the new A120. Should this route option be
selected as the preferred route, the arrangement of local roads and accesses in this area would be considered
further in discussion with the residents and local communities.
The proposed A120 would then join the existing single-carriageway Coggeshall bypass which would be
widened. It is anticipated that widening would generally be on the north side (away from Coggeshall) with the
existing A120 carriageway used as the westbound carriageway and a new carriageway provided for the
eastbound traffic. Due to the tight curvature of the existing A120 and to limit the number of junctions on the new
A120 in line with the Expressway concept it would not be proposed to provide a junction at the start of the
Coggeshall Bypass, access to the new A120 from the west of Coggeshall being provided instead by the junction
at Doghouse Road and the LAR as above. The existing junction with Ambridge Road (a single track lane) would
be closed, with Ambridge Road diverted south-westward to join the bridge provided over the A120 for
Stockstreet Farm access/Holfield Grange Road.
The existing at-grade junction at B1024 Colne Road would be replaced with a grade separated junction. There
are spatial constraints at this junction – houses north of the existing A120, a distribution centre to the south-east
of the junction and the playing fields of Honywood Community Science School to the south-west. Consideration
was given to closing the junction, however it is relatively well used and doing this would likely lead to more
traffic elsewhere in Coggeshall. Furthermore, the section of Colne Road south of the distribution centre has a
weight restriction so closing the junction would mean relocation of the distribution business and significant
compensation. Due to the spatial constraints it would not be possible to accommodate a full grade separated
junction to TD22/06 “Layout of Grade Separated Junctions”. Instead it is envisaged a compact grade separated
junction to TD40/94 “Layout of Compact Grade Separated Junctions” would be provided. Adopting this
standard, in particular the geometry allowed in the compact connector roads, would allow a junction to be
accommodated here. The anticipated traffic flows are in the range for such a junction, which will be reviewed
following the receipt of further traffic flows. If this option was selected as the preferred route the junction layout
here would particularly be given further consideration to ensure an optimal solution balancing environmental,
traffic and safety factors.
It is proposed that the existing junction between the A120 and Tey Road, a single track lane, would be closed.
Should this route option be selected as the preferred route, the access arrangements for the single farm along it
would be discussed, options including providing a new private means of access parallel to the new A120 to link
to Colchester Road.
Following Tey Road, the new A120 alignment would move off-line to the east of the existing A120 and head
south-east, crossing the existing A120 at the beginning of the Coggeshall bypass with a grade separated
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junction provided to give access to the Colchester Road and Coggeshall and the existing A120. Due to the
position of properties in this area it is envisaged that the junction would be located south of the existing A120
with a looped arrangement for the eastbound off and westbound on slips with Colchester Road realigned to suit.
Following the Colchester Road junction, the route would continue south-eastward toward the A12. Old Road
would be realigned with a bridge provided over the new A120 and Mill Lane realigned as well. A bridge would
be provided to carry Elm Lane over the new A120. After this the new A120 alignment would rise to bridge over
the Great Eastern Mainline Railway (GEML)
A new, additional, grade separated junction (A12 Junction 24a) would be provided for the A120 junction with the
A12, between the existing Junction 24 (Kelvedon) and Junction 25 (Marks Tey), just south of the Domsey
Brook. The positioning of this junction would be to suit the proposed widening arrangement of the A12 in this
area (see section 5.5). The layout assumed for such junction is a “dumb-bell” layout – this could be revised if
required to traffic figures later in the design process, for instance a “trumpet” arrangement.
The Option 3 route is approximately 14km long, of which approximately 5km is on-line or adjacent to the
existing A120. Along the route, in addition to the bridges outlined for local roads there would be further bridges
for public right of way crossings. At this stage it has been assumed such bridges could also serve as
accommodation access crossings for severed landholdings.
The design speed for Option 3 has been calculated in accordance with TD9/93 as being 120B, thus meeting the
set target.

5.7

Option 4b

The alignment of option 4b is shown in overview on B3553T41-JAC-GEN-00-DR-Z-0008 in Appendix A and in
detail on plan and profile drawings (B3553T41-JAC-HML-00-DR-C-9401 to 9405) in Appendix B.
Option 4b commences west of Millennium Way with additional west facing slip roads provided to link to the
B1018. The existing Galley’s Corner roundabout would be removed (save the existing pedestrian underpass)
and a new grade separated junction and local roads provided similar to Option 3, as described in section 5.6.
Following the new Galley’s Corner junction the route then heads south-eastward, passing between Lanham
Wood (designated Ancient Woodland) and Glazenwood Park, with Fells Farm Road realigned on a bridge over
the new A120. The route then continues in the same direction passing to the north of Links Wood (designated
Ancient Woodland) and then towards Bradwell Quarry, with Links Road and Sheepcotes Lane (both single track
lanes) being realigned on bridges over the new A120.
The route then enters the area of Bradwell Quarry, passing to the south of the existing processing plant and
over the access road to the proposed Rivenhall Integrated Waste Management Facility (IWMF) and then north
of the large lagoon proposed as part of the IWMF proposals. The route then travels through the areas of future
quarry extraction (referred to as areas A3, A4 and A7 in the Essex County Minerals Plan), passing to the north
of Pantling’s Lane.
Now descending toward the River Blackwater, the route passes under the B1024 Coggeshall Road south of
Halfway Cottages. The route crosses the River Blackwater, north of Coggeshall Hall on a viaduct approximately
225m long, it being envisaged the viaduct will span across the entire width of the flood plain. The location of the
crossing point of the river is dictated by environmental constraints (Priority Habitat areas to the south and to the
north).
The route then bears north-eastward climbing out of the river valley. Coggeshall Road (Feering) is realigned
and passes on a bridge over the new A120. The route passes Langley Green to the north, with Old Road
realigned on a bridge over the new A120, and then curves south-eastward toward the A12. Elm Lane would be
realigned on a bridge over the new A120 then the route begins to climb up on embankment to a bridge over the
Great Eastern Mainline Railway (GEML).
A new, additional, grade separated junction (A12 Junction 24a) would be provided for the A120 junction with the
A12, between the existing Junction 24 (Kelvedon) and Junction 25 (Marks Tey), similar to Option 3.
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The Option 4b route is approximately 13km long .The route is off-line construction with the exception of the tiein works at the junctions at either end.
Along the route, in addition to the bridges outlined for local roads there would be further bridges for public right
of way crossings. At this stage it has been assumed such bridges could also serve as accommodation access
crossings for severed landholdings.
The design speed for Option 4b has been calculated in accordance with TD9/93 as being 120B, thus meeting
the set target.

5.8

Option 1b

The alignment of option 1b is shown in overview on B3553T41-JAC-GEN-00-DR-Z-0008 in Appendix A and in
detail on plan and profile drawings (B3553T41-JAC-HML-00-DR-C-9101 to 9106) in Appendix B.
Option 1b commences on the A120 Braintree Southern Bypass, leaving the existing A120 alignment to the east
of Notley Road bridge.
Access to and from Galley’s Corner Roundabout would be maintained from the new A120 via a limited
movement grade separated junction with west facing off / on sliproads. The proximity, around 1km, to the
preceding junction on the A120 to the west, the sliproads at London Road and the pinch point of the existing
Braintree Branch Line overbridge on the A120 are factors affecting this new junction. It would not be possible for
the new junction to be moved east due to the need for the link to the existing A120 having to pass under the
existing railway bridge. Conversely, in order to maximise the weaving length between junctions, the junction
needs to be as far east as possible. In order to maximise the weaving length in the westbound direction it is
envisaged that a 270 degree loop arrangement would be used on the westbound link from the existing A120 so
as to position the merge as far east as possible. Depending on the final road layout to be developed at later
design stages the weaving length may be marginally less than the 1km required by standards and departures
from standards required.
The route then passes over the River Brain, at this stage envisaged to be on a bridge to avoid impact on
floodplain, and then under the Braintree Branch Line railway. Whilst a crossing under the railway would be more
complex to construct, the topography, with the railway line being on the side of the river valley means that were
the route to go over the railway the height of the embankment would be excessive with extremely large fill
requirement and very significant adverse environmental effect. The route then heads east in a cutting, climbing
out of the river valley, passing through the gap in development between the southern edge of Braintree
(industrial areas and electricity distribution centre) and the northern limit of Tye Green. The B1018 Braintree
Road would be realigned to the east and pass over the new A120 on a bridge.
A new grade separated junction would be provided to the north of Tye Green, with connections to the realigned
B1018 and hence Fowler’s Farm roundabout and the existing A120 and A131 to the north. At this stage a
dumb-bell arrangement is envisaged for this junction, with a segregated left turn proposed for A131 northbound
traffic from the eastbound A120. The connection to the existing A120/A131 to the north would be through a new
1.3km long dual carriageway link road that bypasses Galley’s Corner to the east, allowing traffic to head to
Marks Farm roundabout and on to the A131; this new link being necessary from a capacity point of view to carry
the significant traffic flows between the A120 and the A131 north and relieve pressure on the existing Galley’s
Corner roundabout. The link would pass over Ashes Road then curving around to join the existing A120 at a
new roundabout approximately 850m south of the existing Marks Farm Roundabout.
The route passes to the north of Cressing, crossing Ashes Road north of the Almshouses. Ashes Road would
be realigned to the west to pass over the new A120. The route then curves southward and descends into a
cutting, crossing Lanham Green Road at its junction with Boars Tye Road. Lanham Green Road would cross
over the new A120 on a bridge with Boars Tye Road realigned so that the junction with Lanham Green Road is
south of the new A120.
The route then curves again to head east, passing Links Wood (designated Ancient Woodland) to the south with
Links Road realigned on a bridge over the new A120. The route continues east passing around 700m north of
Silver End with Sheepcotes Lane realigned on a bridge over the new A120.
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The route then enters the area of Bradwell Quarry and joins the route to the A12 as per Option 4b with the same
alignment, junctions and local roads, as described above in section 5.7.
The Option 1b route is approximately 15km long. The route is off-line construction with the exception of the tiein works at the junctions at either end.
Along the route, in addition to the bridges outlined for local roads there would be further bridges for public right
of way crossings. At this stage it has been assumed such bridges could also serve as accommodation access
crossings for severed landholdings.
The design speed for Option 1b has been calculated in accordance with TD9/93 as being 120B, thus meeting
the set target.

5.9

Option 9a

The alignment of option 9a is shown in overview on the plans in B3553T41-JAC-GEN-00-DR-Z-0008 in
Appendix A and in detail on plan and profile drawings (B3553T41-JAC-HML-00-DR-C-9901 to 9904) in
Appendix B.
Option 9a commences west of Millennium Way as per Option 4b, with the same route alignment, junctions and
local roads until after passing Links Wood, west of Bradwell Quarry. Here the route turns south-eastward, with
Sheepcotes Lane realigned on a bridge over the new A120. The route then runs through the south-western
extents of the existing Bradwell quarry and southern future extension (referred to as area A5 in the Essex
County Minerals Plan). Adjacent to the south-east of the extended Bradwell quarry is another area of potential
mineral extraction (not in the current minerals plan, however), Parkgate Farm, which the route would also pass
through.
The route continues south-eastward running through open countryside toward the A12, with Park Gate Road
being realigned on a bridge over the new A120. The route rises to cross on a bridge over the GEML to join the
A12 at a re-built Kelvedon South Junction (J23). The positioning of this junction would be to suit the proposed
widening arrangement of the A12 in this area (see section 5.5). The layout assumed for such junction is a
“dumb-bell” layout with a link from the western dumb-bell roundabout providing access to/from the A12 for
Kelvedon.
The route is approximately 9.5km long. The route is off-line construction with the exception of the tie-in works at
the junctions at either end.
Along the route, in addition to the bridges outlined for local roads there would be further bridges for public right
of way crossings. At this stage it has been assumed such bridges could also serve as accommodation access
crossings for severed landholdings. The design speed for Option 9a has been calculated in accordance with
TD9/93 as being 120B, thus meeting the set target.

5.10

Option 8

The alignment of option 8 is shown in overview on the plans in B3553T41-JAC-GEN-00-DR-Z-0008 in Appendix
A and in detail on plan and profile drawings (B3553T41-JAC-HML-00-DR-C-0801 to 0804) in Appendix B.
Option 8 commences on the A120 Braintree Southern Bypass as per Option 1b, with the route and junctions
following the same alignments until the north of Silver End. The route then turns south-eastward, joining the
route of Option 9a with the same alignment, junctions and local roads.
This route is approximately 11km long. The route is off-line construction with the exception of the tie-in works at
the junctions at either end. Along the route, in addition to the bridges outlined for local roads there would be
further bridges for public right of way crossings. At this stage it has been assumed such bridges could also
serve as accommodation access crossings for severed landholdings.
The design speed for Option 8 has been calculated in accordance with TD9/93 as being 120B, thus meeting the
set target.
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5.11

Scheme Costs

The costs of the options that have been considered during Stage 1 are detailed in the Options Estimate PCF
product (Document Ref: B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-RP-C-0001). As well as estimating the works costs of each
option it has also been necessary to estimate the preparation costs, land costs and supervision costs. All of the
options have a 44% optimism bias factor applied to them at this stage. Additionally, works outside the existing
highway boundary will be liable for VAT. As the great majority of the each scheme (including the part “on-line”
option, option 3) are outside the existing boundary for simplicity at this stage VAT has been applied to the whole
cost, which is a slightly conservative assumption.

Highway Works (Incl.
Services diversion)

Option 1B

Option 3

Option 4B

Option 8

Option 9

£

£

£

£

£

441,822,580

320,203,540

390,389,271

302,284,603

252,279,936

35,345,806

25,616,283

31,231,142

24,182,768

20,182,395

44,182,258

32,020,354

39,038,927

30,228,460

25,227,994

51,301,411

42,525,443

42,372,247

39,236,331

30,485,747

Sub-total

572,652,055

420,365,620

503,031,587

395,932,162

328,176,072

Risks Optimism Bias @
44%

251,966,904

184,960,873

221,333,898

174,210,151

144,397,472

Subtotal (1Q2016)

824,618,960

605,326,493

724,365,485

570,142,313

472,573,544

321,601,394

236,077,332

282,502,539

222,355,502

184,303,682

1,146,220,353

841,403,825

1,006,868,024

792,497,815

656,877,226

229,244,071

168,280,765

201,373,605

158,499,563

131,375,445

1,375,464,424

1,009,684,590

1,208,241,629

950,997,378

788,252,671

Project / Design Team
Fees
(Contract Management and
Supervision)

Other Development /
Project Costs Land
Acquisition costs, Part 1
Claims
Other Development /
Project Costs
Legal support (DCO process),
Employer’s Costs, Network Rail
Possession Cost and
Environmental mitigation

st

Inflation (from 1 Qtr 16 to
rd
mid construction 3 Qtr 24)
Sub-total (excl. VAT)
VAT @ 20%
Total (incl. VAT)

Table 35: Options Cost Estimate
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Option 1B is the most expensive option due to a combination of the option length, the remediation required
through Bradwell Quarry and the cost of the Galleys Corner Bypass. Option 4B is the second most expensive
option due to the remediation required through Bradwell Quarry, despite being a shorter option than Option 3. It
is cheaper than Option 1B due to the simpler junction arrangements at the Braintree end. Option 3 is the
median cost option as although it is longer than Option 4B with 3 intermediate junctions it does not cross
Bradwell Quarry and therefore does not incur any remediation costs associated with crossing the Quarry.
Option 8 is the second cheapest option as the southern options are considerably shorter than the central and
northern options, although there are still significant costs associated with remediation of Bradwell Quarry.
Option 9 is the cheapest and shortest option, however there are significant costs required for the remediation of
Bradwell Quarry; it being cheaper than Option 8 due to simpler junction arrangements at the Braintree end.
Options 8 and 9 could also have the benefit of sharing the costs of A12 J23 with the A12 scheme as this is a
shared A120 / A12 junction, however due to uncertainty as to the proposals of the A12 widening scheme, which
are dependent on consultation, for now (in accordance with DfT WebTAG guidance) it has been assumed the
full cost of a re-built J23 will be borne by the A120 scheme.

5.12
5.12.1

Engineering Assessment

Geometric Provision

The design speed for all options was calculated using DMRB TD 9/93 “Highway Link Design” by taking into
account the alignment constraint and the layout constraint. The design speed of all options has been assessed
120B, meaning it is compatible the Expressway objective for achieving journey times of 1 mile per minute.
The departures identified at this stage are included in the Departures from Standards Checklist PCF product
(Document Ref: B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-REP-C-0006).
Options 1B & 8 do not have any mainline departures identified at this stage. Options 4B and 9B only have one
identified departure associated with the existing vertical A120 vertical alignment on the approach to the Galleys
Corner Junction. Option 3 is the option with the most departures, due to the constraint of the existing A120
geometry in the online sections, principally the existing single-carriageway Coggeshall Bypass which is being
widened – which would have been designed for a lower design speed, likely 100kph.
Some of the departures identified at this stage may be able to be designed out as the design is developed.
Departures are considered further in the Operational Road Safety section, section 8.1.
5.12.2

Geotechnical issues

Engineering Properties
Any alluvium found adjacent to water courses is likely to have a CBR of between 1% and 3% which would result
in a capping layer being required for the road. Any alluvium excavated is unlikely to suitable for engineering fill.
In addition settlement in these areas is likely to present an engineering challenge and ground improvement may
be required, prior to road construction.
The Kesgrave formation found is likely to have a CBR value of around 10% which would not require any
capping for the road foundation and the material will be suitable for use as engineering fill. If the road is in cut in
this location then the material is likely to be able to support 1:2 slopes at a minimum.
The Lowestoft formation is likely to have a CBR of around 3% which could support a foundation without capping
although a capping layer could be used to decrease the sub-base thickness, it is likely the material can be used
as engineering fill. Any large embankments on the Lowestoft formation will require settlement checks and
ground improvement or surcharging may be required prior to road construction. Cuttings in the Lowestoft
formation could support a 1:3 slope.
London Clay typically has a CBR of just over 2% which would require a capping layer beneath the sub-base.
Cuttings in London Clay could support a 1:3.5 slope and the material could be used as general fill. Large
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embankments will require settlement checks and surcharging or early construction may be required during the
construction phase.
Bradwell Quarry and Park Gate Farm
Bradwell Quarry is a sand and gravel quarry located in the middle of the A120 Braintree to A12 study area
operated by Blackwater Aggregates. All the route options with the exception of Option 3 impinge into the quarry
site, to varying degrees.
Adjacent to the south-east of Bradwell Quarry is a further area of potential mineral extraction, Park Gate Farm
with mineral options owned by Hanson Aggregates. This site is not in the minerals plan, however planning
policy requires that development proposals do not sterilise mineral reserves so the treatment of this area also
needs to be considered. Route options 8 and 9a would traverse the Park Gate Farm site.
The Bradwell Quarry site is capable of producing 1M tonnes of sand and gravel a year. Within the Essex County
Council Minerals Local Plan (2014) there are 5 separate sites in Bradwell Quarry, Areas A3 – A5 are classified
as preferred sites and areas A6 & A7 are designed as reserve sites that are likely to only be granted permission
if the land bank in Essex falls below 7 years, areas A3 & A4 have already been granted planning permission. An
indicative programme of extraction based on information available in the Essex minerals plan is given in the
table below.
Quarry
Section

Yield (mt)

Start
Date

Years

End Date

A3

1

1

2016

2017

A4

3

3

2017

2020

A5

3

3

2020

2023

A6

2.5

2.5

2023

2025.5

A7

6.5

6.5

2025.5

2032

Table 36: Bradwell Quarry Excavation Timeline
The A120 is expected to start construction in 2023 and therefore areas A3 – A5 would be mined and restored
with areas A6 and A7 still to be extracted.
It should be noted that the approved restoration proposals for the quarry by the quarry operator are based on a
low level restoration, with no import of material being required with the set-aside overburden re-graded across
the site. The quarry restoration methodology is to re-grade the stored overburden, however this material will be
placed without compaction which will result in a material unsuitable for road construction due to the presence of
soft patches. During this initial design stage a number of solutions have been investigated, however there is no
available ground investigation data. One solution which represents a worst case solution is to remove all this
overburden down to London Clay level and then compact the overburden in layers up to road construction level
providing a suitable base for construction, this is the method that has been used for pricing purposes in Stage 1.
The ground improvement detailed above is for areas which will have been excavated and restored by the time
A120 construction starts. For future quarry areas which includes areas A6 and A7 for options 1B & 4B and Park
Gate Farm for options 8 and 9 it is assumed following discussions with ECC that the planning permission for
these future areas are likely to be combined with the A120 Development Consent Order (DCO). Therefore
planning restrictions could be placed on the mineral extractor to prevent un-compacted restoration. For pricing
purposes in these future areas it has been assumed that the quarry operator will excavate and store the
overburden for the A120 contractor to use, therefore removing the excavation costs. For further details on
pricing refer to the Options Estimate PCF product (Document Ref: B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-RP-C-0001)
Although for pricing purposes it has been assumed that remediation will involve removal and re-compaction
alternatives will be assessed at later design stages, for example dynamic compaction or surcharging which it is
anticipated could lead to substantial cost savings. Thus a conservative basis has been used for the pricing at
this stage.
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5.12.3

Drainage and surface water runoff

The envisaged positive drainage system, surface water channels and pipes for ease of maintenance. Ponds
provided at every mainline outfall to provide attenuation and treatment. Given the uncertainty over the existing
drainage (where appropriate) and noting the greatly increased recent requirements for climate change it has
been assumed for all options, regardless of whether on-line or not, for pricing that a complete new carriageway
drainage system will be needed.
At this stage in absence of ground investigation data it has been assumed that positive outfalls to watercourses
are provided and ponds sized on this basis, assuming no infiltration. This can be revisited as more ground data,
including soakage tests are carried out at later design stages. This is thus a conservative assumption and gives
the worst case for sizing of attenuation facilities. At this stage preliminary sizing of ponds do not indicate there
should be any difficulty in complying with requirements for attenuation of flow (100 year storm plus climate
change)
The options are broadly similar in terms of drainage and surface water runoff. The following paragraphs
describe the principal areas of difference.
Options 1b and 4b run a long distance through the centre of Bradwell quarry. Due to the ground contours and
re-profiling there is a lack of suitable outfalls in this section on the line of the route; the design has assumed
outfalls to the nearest watercourses to the route, these being several hundred metres away with the vertical
alignment of the mainline fixed to allow sufficient fall to these. If these outfalls were not provided there would be
no outfall on the mainline carriageway between the quarry access road crossing and the River Blackwater, a
distance of approximately 4km, which is considered excessive. Noting the interrelationship between the vertical
alignment of the mainline and the earthworks solution for the quarry as above (where a lower alignment is
better), the drainage in this section would be reviewed should one of these options be selected to help produce
an optimal overall solution.
For Option 3, if selected, details of the existing Coggeshall bypass drainage would need to be obtained. It has
been envisaged that in widening the Coggeshall bypass new attenuation and treatment ponds would be
provided as none appear present in the existing situation. The near on-line section of Option 3 between
Bradwell and the start of Coggeshall bypass will need careful consideration, in particular clearances above the
watercourses crossing the route in this section, noting increased culvert sizes over existing (presumed, no
details are known) somewhat conflicting with desire to keep levels as close to the existing due to buildability
reasons.
For options 8 and 9b in their eastern sections between Park Gate Road and the A12 there is a lack of
watercourses directly traversed by the route. There are watercourses some distance away to the south or
examination of contours and detailed aerial photography indicates likely presence of them.
In short, none of the above amounts to a key discriminator between options and it is anticipated that for all
options with further investigations and development of design a suitable drainage solution would be provided
complying with the requirements of standards.
5.12.4

Statutory Undertaker’s Plant

A summary of the impacts of each option on Statutory Undertaker’s Plant is given below. For further details refer
to the Statutory Undertakers Estimate PCF product (Doc Ref: B3555T41-JAC-HGN-00-REP-C-0005).
Option 1b
The loop proposed for traffic merging onto the A120 W/B travelling from Galleys Corner impacts on some
overhead HV cables, water mains and gas mains. This option then travels very close to the Braintree substation resulting in a required diversion of some overhead pylons in addition to a high pressure gas main. There
are also some anticipated clashes with HV underground cables and a water main where the Galleys Corner
Bypass ties back into the existing A120. The diversion of Ashes Road over the proposed A120 also impacts on
the existing overhead HV cables. East of Ashes road the required diversions of LV cables, BT plant and water
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mains generally occurs at side roads. Additionally there may be some affected utilities where the proposed
A120 ties into the A12.
Option 3
The existing Galleys Corner roundabout has a large number utilities which will be affected by the proposed
option including; Water Mains, BT cables, Gas Mains and HV underground cables. There are also some likely
diversions required as part of the Millennium Ways Slips scheme. After Galleys Corner the majority of the
clashes are at side roads or the proposed junctions. In the online sections of the scheme the plant in the
existing A120 verges which includes water mains and BT cables is likely to create some potentially long
(c.2.5km) diversions. This option should avoid any impact on the Overhead 132kV system in the study area.
The tie in location to the A12 is the same as Option 1B
Option 4b
Option 4B starts at Galleys Corner and therefore has the same significant impact on statutory undertaker’s plant
as Option 3 at the beginning of the option. After the Galleys Corner junction the majority of clashes are located
at side roads before the possible clashes at the A12 tie in. This option is not expected to impact on any 132kV
overhead cables.
Option 8
This option has the same starting point as option 1B and therefore has the same clashes associated with the
Loop and the tie into the existing A120, south of Marks Farm. This option also has the same significant impact
on overhead HV cables associated with Braintree Sub-Station. After the River Brain Junction the route travels to
the east of Silver end before tying into the A12 at a re-modelled J23. The majority of clashes encountered away
from the junctions are at diverted side roads. There may be some affected BT, National Grid and Virgin Media
plant at the J23 tie in depending on the exact arrangement of the junction and the proposed structures in this
location.
Option 9b
Option 9B is a combination of Option 4B and 8, therefore has the significant impact on statutory undertakers
plant at Galleys Corner. After Galleys Corner the majority of the clashes are located at side road diversions as
well the possible impact on BT, National Grid and Virgin Media plant at the J23 tie in. This option is not
expected to impact on any 132kV overhead cables.
Summary
In summary the River Brain options are expected to have a larger impact on statutory undertakers plant than the
Galleys Corner options, however all options are likely to require significant diversions or protection measures at
the western end of the scheme.
5.12.5

Existing Structures

The existing structures in all options can be cross-referenced with the Plan and Profile drawings found in
Appendix B. Further tabulated structure details can also be found in Appendices D and E.
Existing Structures on the A120 which would be affected by the proposed options include:
•

Twain Culvert – the 46 m long precast reinforced concrete box which crosses the River Brain is likely to
be affected in Options 1B and 8. The structure’s embankments may need to be steepened locally.

•

Galleys Corner Subway – A 34 m long cast in situ reinforced concrete box which is likely to require
extending for Options 3, 4B and 9. The structure may also require strengthening pending the outcome
of an assessment.
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•

Tilkey Culvert – The 48 m long precast reinforced concrete box culvert crosses Robin’s Brook under the
Coggeshall Bypass. The structure will likely either require extending or have its embankment’s
steepened and possibly strengthened locally as part of Option 3.

•

Tilkey Subway – A 17 m long precast reinforced concrete box carrying a pedestrian footpath under the
Coggeshall Bypass. The structure is likely to require either extending or strengthening as part of Option
3, pending the outcome of an assessment.

Information on the Millennium Way Overbridge and the Branch Line Railway Bridge crossing the existing A120
is currently awaited from SMIS and will be reviewed during later project stages.
5.12.6

Proposed Structures

The proposed structures required for all options can be cross-referenced with the Plan and Profile drawings
found in Appendix B. Further tabulated structure details can also be found in Appendices D & E.
All options are required to cross the Great Eastern Main Line railway in order to tie into the A12. This will require
early liaison with Network Rail to agree track possessions as well as technical approval of the structure.
Additionally, Options 1 and 8 also have a rail crossing which is required to pass under the Braintree Branch line.
This is likely to be a technically complex structure such as a jacked box which will require substantial liaison and
planning with Network Rail.
Options 3, 4B and 1B all cross the River Blackwater, although Option 3 crosses in a difference location to
Options 1B and 4B. These crossings require a large viaduct (approximately 200 m long) structure over the river
in order to keep any embankments out of the flood zone and minimise the need for any flood compensation.
Options 1B and 8 also cross the River Brain requiring a viaduct approximately 100 m long. All river crossings
will incorporate environmental constraints as required.
All the options require a large number of NMU and accommodation bridges, the need for which will be refined
as further consultation takes place. It is proposed that during later design stages these structures are
standardised, requiring less design work and creating more possibilities for pre-fabricated construction and cost
savings through economies of scale. At this stage of design, accommodation bridges have been designed to
serve the dual purpose of carrying NMU’s.
Integral bridges will be proposed where possible to provide low maintenance and sustainable assets at reduced
whole life costs.
All options also cross a number of side roads which will require structures over the proposed A120, again it is
proposed that in the later scheme stages, design of these structures can be standardised. Structures have been
designed to accommodate NMU’s where required, see section 5.12.7.
All the Options have a number of culverts greater than 0.9 m in diameter, which are therefore classified as
structures.
In total Options 1, 3, 4b , 8 and 9 have 26, 32, 25, 23 and 23 structures respectfully.

5.12.7

Non-Motorised Users

Options Impact - NMU
Options have been assessed to identify whether they create severance for NMUs, and whether the severance is
mitigatable. The table below shows the number of NMU facilities, by option which are affected. They are
categorised into public rights of way (footpaths, bridleways and byways), and other footways and cycle paths.
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The table shows that option 3 intersects significantly more NMU facilities than other options. The remainder
have a broadly equal impact.

Option

Option
1b

Option
3

Option
4b

Option
8

PROW
Footpaths
affected

17

18

13

16

12

PROW
Bridleways
affected

1

8

0

1

1

PROW
Byways
affected

0

1

1

0

1

Footway/
cycle routes
affected

1

3

3

1

3

TOTAL

19

30

17

18

17

9a

Table 37: Crossings of NMU Facilities by Option
Options Assessment – NMU Severance and Public Transport Accessibility
Each option has been assessed against the scheme objectives which are pertinent to NMUs. These are:-

6. Improve connectivity within communities and integration with the wider transport network by
reducing severance and increasing accessibility for local residents.
7. Improve the quality and connectivity of transport provision within the A120 corridor for people using
non-motorised forms of transport, such as pedestrians, cyclists and equestrians.
Elements considered include potential severance and level of mitigation possible, opportunities to deal with
historic severance, opportunities to link communities, and opportunities to facilitate access to public transport.
The table below shows the overall assessment by option for both non-motorised users and public transport
users based on these objectives.
The assessment presumes that for all options, crossings of new dual carriageway routes would be grade
separated with minimal diversion of NMU facility, and that severance created by enlarged grade separated
junction improvements would be mitigated to provide improvements, by provision of local facilities to enable
users to access facilities on the correct side of the alignment. Side road bridges would be future proofed for
NMU use. It is also presumed that NMUs would be prohibited from the new route (Expressway standards), and
that suitable alternative facilities would be provided where desire lines would require this. This would include
provision of a facility on the proposed local Access road between Bradwell junction and Coggeshall.
Consideration of opportunities to reduce severance on the existing bypassed route would need detailed
consideration as part of de-trunking proposals.
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Initial consideration has been given to proposed development adjoining the route, and initial workshops with
road user groups and NMU groups, and discussions with the Local Highway Authorities have been initiated to
inform the development of the options. At PCF Stage 2, an NMU Context Report would be developed, based on
the preferred option.
Opportunities to Reduce Severance
The following opportunities have been identified at stage 1 to improve existing severance, some of which are
option specific. Further opportunities may be identified at stage 2 of the project, and particularly as adjoining
development proposals, requirements and opportunities become clearer:1. Reinstatement of severed links across A120 in the vicinity of the River Brain bridge between south
Braintree and the countryside to the south of A120 (all options indirectly affected – options 1b and 8
directly affected)
2. Provision of a west/east link on the north side of the proposed A120 alignment between the east side of
the River Brain and the west side of Braintree Road (B1018), avoiding the at-grade crossing of the
Braintree to Witham railway line (Options 1b, 4a).
3. Provision of a link across the proposed alignment alongside the railway line (Options 1b, 4a)
4. Improvement of links between Cressing Road, Braintree and Cressing (All options)
5. Provision of link between Bradwell and west Coggeshall along the local access road (Option 3)
6. Improvements of links for NMUs across Coggeshall bypass (Ambridge Road; Colne Road; Tilkey Road
subway; Tey Road/Essex Way).
7. Provision of link between Sniveller’s Lane and existing A12 NMU facility using new A120 bridge across
the Great Eastern Main Line. (Options 8 and 9a).
8. Provision of link between Lanham Green Road and existing public rights of way to the east. (Options 1b
and 8).
9. Improved operability and crossing safety for NMUs at bus stops on existing A120, Marks Farm to
Bradwell; Coggeshall to Marks Tey (Option 3).
10. Improved operability and crossing safety for NMUs at bus stops on existing A120, Marks Farm to Marks
Tey (Options 1b, 4a, 8 and 9a).
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Core
Programme
Objective

A More
Accessible
and Integrated
Network

Overall Scheme
Objective

Option
1b

Option
3

Option
4a

Option
8

Option
9a

6) Improve
connectivity within
communities and
integration with the
wider transport
network by reducing
severance and
increasing
accessibility for
local residents.

1

1

1

1

1

7) Improve the
quality and
connectivity of
transport provision
within the A120
corridor for people
using nonmotorised forms of
transport, such as
pedestrians, cyclists
and equestrians.

1

1

1

1

1

Table 38: Options Assessment – NMU Severance / Safety and Public Transport Accessibility
Category

Description

-3

Significant Impact - Will have likely significant Adverse impact – not possible to Mitigate.

-2

Major Impact - Potential Major Adverse Impact – mitigation maybe possible

-1

Minor Impact - Possible Minor Adverse Impact, not significant with mitigation.

0

Neutral - No Impact

1

Minor - Minor Beneficial Impact

2

Major - Major Beneficial Impact

3

Significant - Significant Beneficial Impact

Table 39: Options Assessment Categories
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5.12.8

Construction assessment

Background construction approach
The construction methodology is founded around enabling key construction targets to be met. These are as
follows:
•

To open the upgraded sections of the A120 to traffic in 2026.

•

Minimising disruption to the local and wider community where possible.

•

Ensuring safe working throughout the process.

•

Limiting import material required by means of onsite material excavation.

The scheme is heavily earthworks driven therefore ensuring an earthworks balance is a key driver in
determining the construction methodology. The methodology would look to minimise earthworks movements by
establishing clear routes early on and limiting required haulage distance by utilisation of soil storage areas,
compounds and borrow pits located across the scheme.
Later development stages will establish whether early construction works are required and where possible when
concurrent works (e.g. utilities) can be conducted. Major utility diversions will have to be taken into account and
the methodology built around these constraints.
Environmental mitigation requirements will be identified for each section during later project stages and fed into
the methodology, although for the purposes of this report it is assumed all environmental mitigation works will
be conducted prior to construction.
It is assumed that pavement, drainage, technology, landscaping and other works will run concurrently or
sequentially in some instances.
The five options and major construction quantities and activities are listed below.
Option 1b
Option 1b is described in section 5.8. The majority of the route is offline, however the junction tie ins will require
some online working.
Key Quantities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cut
Fill
Disposal of Contaminated material
Import material to make up balance and
Major Structures
Minor Structures

~1,700,000 m3 (not inc. Quarry crossing)
~2,000,000 m3 (not inc. Quarry crossing)
~40,000 m3
~700,000 m3
5 no major junctions and railway crossings
16 no single track road/foot bridges

Works specific – Major Activities
•
•
•
•

Approx. 1.70m cbm of cuttings. Estimated 25% of material is unusable. Requiring import of approx.
0.70m cbm to create earthworks.
A new proposed Galley’s corner bypass will be constructed which will have a dumb-bell junction with
overbridge to allow moving online and offline traffic onto A120.
Precast and sliding of new mainline underpass structure of the Network Rail Braintree Branch line.
Carried out during possession, potentially at Christmas requiring 2 years advance booking.
Crossing the Bradwell Quarry, the remediation methodology for Bradwell currently proposed is to dig
out the materials and replace as detailed in section 5.12.2. The volumes for the quarry excavation for
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•
•
•

•

•
•

option 1B are 4.0m cbm. A Dynamic compaction option for quarry remediation will also be investigated
at later project stages.
Bridge over the Great Eastern Railway Line on earth embankments with precast/steel spanning
members. Possibly Christmas possession as above.
River Blackwater viaduct structure approx. 200m long.
It is assumed that the A12 J24A fill will be imported from the A12. The fill volume will be approximately
0.3m cbm. Potentially more economical to upgrade the permanent structure to work as haul road during
construction phase, rather than build a dedicated temporary crossing. This will need to be carried out
early in the project to facilitate earthworks movements east-west for the rest of the scheme.
Bridge over existing A12 alignment and associated slips on raised earth embankments. Depending on
bridge design could be carried out under TTM without full closure. Would require a two-span bridge with
support in the central reservation of existing A12.
The construction of 16 minor structures consists of various side access roads such as Ashes Rd, Links
Rd, Non-motorised users bridges such as Pantling’s Lane, Bradwell Quarry access etc.
Significant TTM phasing required to tie-in western end of route to existing A120.

The route produces a shortfall in the balance of earthworks cut and fill volumes, the expected percentage of
unusable material will require an extra 700,000m3 of material to be imported to complete the works. The
unusable material will either have to be taken to landfill or remediated for use in other works. Another potential
use is for backfill and remediation of the quarry at Bradwell.
It is estimated that this route will take approx. 2.5 – 3 years to construct not including preliminary service / utility
diversions and any environmental mitigation which will be defined by the upcoming environmental site surveys.
There are various HV cables and LHP mains around the proposed Braintree junction and will require diversion.
Option 3
Option 3 is described in section 5.6. Of the total 14km length, only approx 2km of the route, around the
Coggeshall Bypass, is directly constructed online, another 3km is adjacent or close to the existing route.
Key Quantities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cut
Fill
Disposal of Contaminated material
Import material to make up balance and
Major Structures
Minor Structures

~900,000 m3
~1,900,000 m3
~22,000
m3
~1,200,000 m3
8 no major junctions and/or railway crossings
12 no single track road/foot bridges

Works Specific – Major Activities
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Approx. 0.90m cbm of cuttings. Estimated 25% of material is unusable. Requiring import of approx.
1.20m cbm to create earthworks.
There are several junctions to be constructed in this option such as Galley’s Corner, Doghouse Road,
Colne Road, Colchester Road and the proposed A12 junction 24A.
Detailed sequencing of activities and TTM will be required to minimise disruption to motorists and
residents alike. The proposed New Galley’s corner junction is grade separated with diversion of
adjoining arms.
River Blackwater viaduct structure approx. 200m long. Approx. 1m cbm of fill material needs to be
transported over the river at this location. It is assumed to that the A12 J24A fill is imported from the
A12.
Online widening of A120 around Coggeshall Bypass will require significant TTM and/or diversion to
cope with necessary speed restrictions during construction of this phase.
Large grade separated junction and slips/approaches at Colchester Road as online widened section
departs the existing road and continues southwards.
Bridge over the Great Eastern Railway Line on earth embankments with precast/steel spanning
members. Possibly Christmas possession as above.
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•

•

Bridge over existing A12 alignment and associated slips on raised earth embankments. Depending on
bridge design could be carried out under TTM without full closure. Would require a two-span bridge with
support in the central reservation of existing A12.
Construct 12no other dual-single track bridges, Non-Motorised bridges for small local roads crossing the
new mainline.

The route produces a shortfall in the balance in terms of earthworks cut and fill volumes, the anticipated volume
of unusable material will necessitate the import of approx. 1.20m cbm of fill. The unusable material will either
have to be taken to landfill or remediated for use in other works. Another potential use is for backfill and
remediation of the quarry at Bradwell.
It is estimated that this route will take approx. 2.5 - 3years to construct not including preliminary service / utility
diversions and any environmental mitigation to be developed at later project stages. The Galley’s corner
junction is congested with a high density of utilities such as Electricity cables, LHP mains, BT underground and
overhead cables and Anglian water are all located in the surrounding area of Galley’s corner junction which will
need diversion.
Option 4b
Option 4b is described in section 5.7. The entire route is offline construction, except for the junction tie ins at
either end.
Key Quantities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cut
Fill
Disposal of Contaminated material
Import material to make up balance and
Major Structures
Minor Structures

~900,000 m3 (not inc. Quarry crossing)
~1,850,000 m3 (not inc. Quarry crossing)
~20,000 m3
~1,150,000 m3
5 no major junctions and railway crossings
14 no single track road/foot bridges

Works Specific – Major Activities
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Approx 0.90m cbm of cuttings. Estimated 25% of material is unusable. Requiring import of approx.
1.150m cbm to create earthworks.
Detailed sequencing of activities and TTM will be required to minimise disruption to motorists and
residents alike.
Crossing the Bradwell Quarry, the remediation methodology for Bradwell currently proposed is to dig
out the materials and replace as detailed in section 5.12.2. The volumes for the quarry excavation for
option 4B are 4.0m cbm. A Dynamic compaction option for quarry remediation will also be investigated
at later project stages.
River Blackwater viaduct structure approx. 200m long. Approx. 0.5m cbm of fill material needs to be
transported over the river at this location. It is assumed that the A12 J24A fill is imported from the A12.
Bridge over the Great Eastern Railway Line on earth embankments with precast/steel spanning
members. Possibly Christmas possession as above.
Bridge over existing A12 alignment and associated slips on raised earth embankments. Depending on
bridge design could be carried out under TTM without full closure. Would require a two-span bridge with
support in the central reservation of existing A12.
Construct 14no other dual-single track bridges for small local roads crossing the new mainline.

The route produces a shortfall in the balance of cuttings to fill. This is exacerbated by the nominal loss of 25% of
the material as unusable for fill. This necessitates the import of approx. 1.15m cbm of fill. The unusable material
will either have to be taken to landfill or remediated for use in other works. Another potential use is for backfill
and remediation of the quarry at Bradwell.
It is estimated that this route will take approx. 2.5 - 3years to construct not including preliminary service / utility
diversions and any environmental mitigation which will be developed at later project stages. This option has
significant impact on the statutory undertaker’s plants around the Galley’s Corner junction which has a high
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density of various electricity cables, water and Gas mains. HV cables runs from fowler’s farm to Galley’s corner
then along the existing A120 verge.
Option 8
Option 8 is described in section 5.10. The majority of the route is offline, however the junction tie ins will require
some online working.
Key Quantities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cut
Fill
Disposal of Contaminated material
Import material to make up balance and
Major Structures
Minor Structures

~2,200,000 m3
~1,950,000 m3
~40,000m3
~175,000 m3
6 no major junctions and railway crossings
13 no single track road/foot bridges

Works Specific – Major Activities
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Approx. 2.20m cbm of cuttings. Estimated 25% of material is unusable. Requiring import of approx.
0.175m cbm to create earthworks.
Crossing the Bradwell Quarry, the remediation methodology for Bradwell currently proposed is to dig
out the materials and replace as detailed in section 5.12.2. The volumes for the quarry excavation for
option 8 are 2.5m cbm. A Dynamic compaction option for quarry remediation will also be investigated at
later project stages.
Precast and sliding of new mainline underpass structure of the Network Rail Braintree Branch line.
Carried out during possession, potentially at Christmas requiring 2 years advance booking.
Bridge over the Great Eastern Railway Line on earth embankments with precast/steel spanning
members. Possibly Christmas possession as above.
Bridge over existing A12 alignment and associated slips on raised earth embankments. Depending on
bridge design could be carried out under TTM without full closure. Would require a two-span bridge with
support in the central reservation of existing A12.
Construct ~13no other dual-single track bridges for small local roads crossing the new mainline.
Significant TTM phasing required to tie-in western end of route to existing A120.

The route produces a small shortfall in term of balance in cut and fill volumes, this coupled with the anticipated
volume of unusable materials results in a small volume of approx. 175,000 cbm of import fill required.
There are various HV cables and LHP mains around the proposed Braintree junction and will require diversion.
It is estimated that this route will take approx. 2-2.5 years to construct not including preliminary service / utility
diversions and any environmental mitigation which will be defined during later project stages. The reduction in
time is associated with the shortened overall length of the route as well as not requiring a viaduct across the R.
Blackwater.

Option 9a
Option 9a is described in section 5.9. The entire route is offline construction except for the junction tie ins at
either end.
Key Quantities
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cut
Fill
Disposal of Contaminated material
Import material to make up balance
Major Structures
Minor Structures
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~1,300,000 m3
~1,900,000 m3
~20,000
m3
~800,000 m3
5no major junctions and railway crossings
11no single track road/foot bridges
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Works Specific – Major Activities
•
•

•
•
•

•

Approx. 1.30m cbm of cuttings. Estimated 25% of material is unusable. Requiring import of approx. 0.8m
cbm to create earthworks.
Crossing the Bradwell Quarry, the remediation methodology for Bradwell currently proposed is to dig out the
materials and replace as detailed in section 5.12.2. The volumes for the quarry excavation for option 9 are
2.5m cbm. A Dynamic compaction option for quarry remediation will also be investigated at later project
stages.
Detailed sequencing of activities and TTM will be required to minimise disruption to motorists and residents
alike.
Bridge over the Great Eastern Railway Line on earth embankments with precast/steel spanning members.
Possibly Christmas possession as above.
Bridge over existing A12 alignment and associated slips on raised earth embankments. Depending on
bridge design could be carried out under TTM without full closure. Would require a two-span bridge with
support in the central reservation of existing A12.
Construct ~11no other dual-single track bridges for small local roads crossing the new mainline.

The route produces significantly less cuttings than are required; this coupled with the anticipated volume of
unusable materials results in a large volume of approx. 0.8m cbm of import fill required.
It is estimated that this route will take approx. 2years to construct not including preliminary service / utility
diversions and any environmental mitigation which will be defined during later project stages.
Due to this being the shortest route with the minimum of structures, this should prove to be the cheapest route
option currently under consideration.
Route Ranking
The above brief assessments of bulk quantities and structures for the five route options has led to the following
ranking of the routes with 9a being most preferred down to 1b being least preferred. All of the routes are
considered practicable to build and whilst some routes are more challenging, there are no especially unusual
issues. It should be noted that this ranking is based purely on the ease of construction.
Route

In order of
preference

Primary Reasons

9a

1

Shortest Route, minimum of structures, entirely offline. But larges
volume of import material.

8

2

Slightly longer than 9b, although requires significantly less import it
crosses the railway twice and affects 132kV pylons

3

3

Only option with any online element and large number of junctions

4b

4

Crosses Bradwell Quarry which is a large unknown factor.

1b

5

Crosses Bradwell Quarry and beneath live BBL.

Table 40: Constructability Assessment Option Preference

5.12.9

Other Engineering Considerations

None have been identified.
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6. TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
Full details of the traffic analysis are contained in the Stage 1 Traffic Forecasting Report (Doc Ref: B3553T41JAC-HGN-00-REP-TR-000), with the underlying data collection described in the Traffic Data Collection Report
(Doc Ref: B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-RP-TR-0001).

6.1

Traffic Data and Model

6.1.1

Background to modelling

ECC commissioned Jacobs to develop a local traffic model to assess the different proposed scheme options to
provide inputs for the public consultation on the options and further appraisal and design. The key purpose of
the local model is to assist in the appraisal and understanding of the impacts of the proposed A120 Braintree to
A12 scheme options for PCF Stage 1 with respect to meeting the objectives outlined in the previous section.
The Forecast Model has been prepared for two future year scenarios, the 2026 (opening year) and the 2041
(design year).

6.1.2

Development of the Traffic Model:

The development, calibration and validation of the local traffic model is fully described in the A120 Braintree to
A12 Stage 1 Local Model Validation Report (Doc Ref: B3553T41-JAC-GEN-00-RP-C-006).
The methodology used to estimate future year traffic flows is described in the A120 Braintree to A12 Stage 1
Traffic Forecasting Report (Doc Ref: B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-REP-TR-0001).

6.1.3

Traffic Flows

The changes in traffic flows have been assessed to ensure that the changes make sense and are in the
expected order of magnitude. The model considers actual traffic flows (AM period, Inter peak period and PM
period) for core growth scenario on the strategic road network for all options in the opening year 2026 and
design year 2041 respectively.
The comparison shows that the proposed new alignments for the A120 have a significant impact on the existing
A120, where traffic flows decrease substantially as one would expect.
The main changes in traffic flow identified for the AM, Inter Peak and PM periods in the opening and design
years are as follows:
•
•

•
•
•

Traffic flows decrease significantly along the existing A120 including through the towns of Bradwell and
Marks Tey.
Traffic flows decrease on a number of local roads used as rat-runs in the Reference Case due to the
lack of capacity on the existing A120. This includes a reduction in traffic through local towns such as
Coggeshall, Silver End, Kelvedon and Witham.
Traffic flows increase along the A120 Braintree bypass to the west of the scheme given that this is the
access point to the new A120.
Traffic flows increase along the A12 from J22 to J25 in Option 8 and 9b as the new A120 ties in at J22
with the A12.
Traffic flows increase along the A12 from the new interchange proposed between J24 and J25 in
Options 1b, 3 and 4b and Marks Tey (J25).

These changes in traffic flows make sense in terms of the sign and the magnitude within the context of the
location and operation of the scheme and the capacity of available local rat-runs on the road network.
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There are significant flow reductions on the local roads. In effect, the growth in traffic in the A120 corridor after
2016 is largely being accommodated on local road rat-runs as opposed to the existing A120 due to the high
levels of existing delay.
More specifically, there are reductions in traffic flows on the secondary roads connecting the existing A120 and
the A12, such as the B1024 Coggeshall Road, B1018 Cressing Road, Church Road, Parkgate Road and
Witham Road as vehicles transfer to the new proposed A120 schemes from these local roads.
There are also changes in the traffic flow along the A12. In Option 1b, 3 and 4b, traffic flows along the A12
decrease south of the new interchange between the proposed A120 bypass and the A12 and increase to the
north up to Junction 25 with the existing A120. However, in Option 8 and 9b where the proposed A120 bypass
joins the A120 further south at Junction 23 (South Kelvedon), traffic flows increase along the whole section of
the A12, with a marginally smaller increase south of Junction 23.

6.1.4

Journey times

There are a highly significant time saving for trips on the A120 corridor via the proposed scheme options in the
order of 7.3 to 13.7 minutes depending on the time period and direction in 2026. There are also significant time
savings for trips on the existing A120 compared to the reference case, albeit lower than via the proposed
schemes, in the order of 3.5 to 8.3 minutes depending on the time period and direction in 2026.
There are also reductions in travel time on local roads being used as rat-runs to avoid the existing A120, in
particular on routes 1 (Ashes Road/Boars Tye Road/Western Road/Park Road/Church Road) between Braintree
town and Rivenhall End, route 2 (B1018) between Braintree town and Witham and the A131 from the north and
south into Braintree town.
For option 8 and 9b in particular, there are journey time increases on the A12 in the order of 20 to 40 seconds
due to increased traffic between Junction 23 Kelvedon south and Junction 25 at Marks Tey.
Similarly, for options 3, 8 and 9b there are increases in the journey times on Coggeshall Road between
Coggeshall and Kelvedon in the order of 10 to 50 seconds depending on the time period and direction of travel.
However, for options 8 and 9b two-way traffic is forecast to fall overall along the full length of this route. The
reason for increases in journey times appears to be related to changes in the direction split of traffic, for
example, there is an increase in traffic entering Kelvedon from the new all movements junction from the south
via options 8 and 9b even though there is a reduction in the opposite direction. This appears to be resulting in
isolated junction delays due to the changed traffic patterns. This will be addressed in Stage 2 modelling, which
will consider some of the more detailed local operational impacts of the proposed schemes.

6.1.5

Conclusion

The robust estimate of the traffic flows likely to occur along the new alignment of the A120 and on the
surrounding network are considered sufficiently robust to inform the Stage 1 economic appraisal of the scheme
value for money and to inform public consultation.
The Stage 1 traffic model is capable of producing sufficiently accurate estimates of existing traffic conditions
within the study area, and in particular around the A120 Braintree to Marks Tey corridor, such that the final
validation results meet the criteria outlined by DfT guidance in TAG Unit M3. It is considered that the model can
be used with confidence to estimate a robust set of future traffic flows for proposed schemes to upgrade the
A120 for Stage 1 appraisal.
The Local Model Validation Report demonstrated that the base year traffic model complied with DfT guidance in
TAG Unit M3.1 with respect to model validation and provides of robust basis for developing the Forecast Model.
Confidence in these future traffic flows is sufficient to provide input into Stage 1 economic appraisal to inform
the public consultation process.
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7. ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT
An economic assessment has been undertaken to understand the costs and benefits of the options. Full details
of the methodology and results of this assessment are provided in the A120 Braintree to A12 Stage 1 Economic
Assessment Report (Doc Ref: B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-REP-TR-0002)

7.1

Economic Assessment Methodology

For the methodology employed for economic modelling refer to the Stage 1 Economic Assessment Report.

7.2

Results

7.2.1

Headline results – initial BCR

The headline results from the economic assessment relate to those impacts that can be monetised and
aggregated together as per DfT guidance. For this Stage 1 economic assessment, this includes transport user
benefits in terms of travel time savings and changes in vehicle operating costs as well as changes in indirect tax
revenues, greenhouse gases and accident costs.
The standard measures for economic assessment are the present value of benefits (PVB), present value of
costs (PVC), the difference between them in the form of a net present value (NPV) and the ratio of benefits to
costs (BCR). These values are reported in 2010 market prices discounted to a 2010 base year as per DfT
guidance.
The calculated BCRs are shown in the table below:
Item

Option 1b

Option 3

Option 4b

Option 8

Option 9b

Present Value of Benefits (PVB)

933.6

841.7

856.2

721.4

678.3

Present Value of Costs (PVC)

651.7

478.9

571.9

451.2

373.5

Net Present Value (NPV)

281.9

362.8

284.3

270.2

304.8

Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR)

1.43

1.76

1.50

1.60

1.82

Table 41: Headline Economic Results (£ millions, 2010 market prices discounted to 2010 base year)
The results in the above table highlight that the higher the scheme benefits the higher the scheme costs. The
BCR that distinguishes between the relative costs and benefits of a scheme ranges from 1.43 to 1.82 for option
1b and option 9b respectively, which also coincide with the highest and lowest costs respectively.
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7.2.2

Adjusted BCR calculation

The adjusted BCR taking into account the wider impacts of the scheme are shown in the table below:

Item

Option 1b

Option 3

Option 4b

Option 8

Option 9b

Present Value of Benefits (PVB) from AMCB table

933.6

841.7

856.2

721.4

678.3

Wider impacts (WI2)

41.4

36.4

38.2

29.2

27.5

Adjusted PVB

975.0

878.1

894.4

750.6

705.8

Present Value of Costs (PVC)

651.7

478.9

571.9

451.2

373.5

Net Present Value (NPV)

323.3

399.2

322.5

299.4

332.3

Adjusted Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR)

1.50

1.83

1.56

1.66

1.89

Table 42: Adjusted BCR Calculation (all monetary values in £ million, 2010 prices discounted to 2010)
It should be noted that as the scheme, modelling and assessment develops in PCF Stage 2 the adjusted BCR
calculation will include monetised assessments for journey time reliability, the wider impacts of agglomeration
and tax revenues arising from labour supply market impacts and the impacts of dependent housing. It is
anticipated that these are all expected to provide significant positive benefits and increase the BCRs from those
shown above

7.3

Comparison of options

It can be concluded that the higher the cost of the scheme the higher the overall level of benefits. There is a
wide range in the cost of the options, by nearly a factor or two. The central options, 1b and 4b, whilst the most
expensive, also provide the most direct route for the principal A120 west to A12 north movement; the southern
options, whilst considerably cheaper to construct, rely on a greater length of the A12 and have a longer total
journey length.
Option 1b is the highest cost option but also has the highest overall benefits. Accident benefits are similar to the
other options and it has the lowest impact on greenhouse gas emissions.
Option 4b has a lower cost and overall benefits than option 1b but higher than all other options. It has the lowest
accident benefits.
Option 9b is the lowest cost option and has the lowest overall benefits. While having the lowest overall benefits
it has very similar accident benefits to option 8, which has the highest accident benefits. This option has the
highest negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions.
Option 8 is more expensive than option 9b but again accrues higher overall benefits and has the highest
accident benefits.
Option 3 is a distinct partially online option with an estimated cost between those of options 1b/4b and options
8/9b. Overall benefits, accident benefits and greenhouse gas emissions all also lie between the range of these
options.
The BCR, which distinguishes between the relative differences between the costs and benefits, indicates that
option 9b represents higher value for money than the other options with an initial BCR of 1.82. Option 3 is next
with a BCR of 1.76, followed by option 8 with 1.60, option 4b with 1.50 and option 1b with 1.43.
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7.4

Conclusions on BCR

The key conclusions from the economic assessment are as follows:
•

Based on the initial BCR, all options except option 1b fall into the medium value for money category
defined by DfT guidance6.

•

The initial BCR calculation however, currently excludes noise benefits, which are expected to be beneficial,
and local air quality impacts, which are expected to be slightly negative7. The cost of delay during
construction and maintenance is also not included. Neither are expected to be highly significant in
magnitude in terms of the overall scheme benefits but will be monetised as part of Stage 2.

•

Key benefits that are not to be included in the initial BCR based on DfT guidance include wider economic
impacts, journey time reliability benefits and the impact of dependent housing. Some of the wider economic
impacts – output change in imperfectly competitive markets (WI2) - have been monetised in this economic
assessment resulting in an adjusted BCR of 1.50 for option 1b and 1.89 for option 9b. Option 1b is
therefore considered to fall into the medium value for money category when considering all the available
evidence on monetised benefits.

•

It should be noted that about an additional PVB of £40 million would result in option 9b having an adjusted
BCR of 2.0. Given the positive qualitative assessment of the remaining wider economic impacts, journey
time reliability benefits and dependent housing impacts and the context of highly significant journey time
savings, which drive those benefits, it is considered that option 9b provides high value for money. This will
be verified in Stage 2 along with the value for money of the other options when these benefits will be
monetised. This is outlined in more detail in the A120 Braintree to A12 Stage 1 Business Case.

•

It should further be borne in mind that the cost of traversing Bradwell Quarry is a large component of the
central (1b and 4b) and to a lesser degree the southern (8 and 9a) options. As explained in this report, a
conservative approach has been taken with regard to its treatment at this early stage due to lack of
information and it is anticipated that further design, testing and discussions with the quarry operator should
allow a less expensive solution to be developed. This, thus, further points to retention of all options at this
stage.

Considering the above, whilst there are differences in BCR between the options they are not significant enough
as to warrant rejection of any options on this basis.

7.5

Business case

The Stage 1 Outline Business Case (Doc Ref: B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-REP-C-0002) draws together the
economic and other analyses.
The overall conclusions of this stage of the appraisal are as follows:

6
7

•

There is a clearly established need for intervention on the A120 corridor. A lack of capacity relative to
demand on the corridor results in significant levels of congestion related delay and poor journey time
reliability and contributes to a lack of resilience and a poor safety record. This strategic trunk route
also passes through a number of local villages causing severance, noise and local air quality issues.

•

A comprehensive appraisal process following WebTAG guidelines has been undertaken, identifying
nine potential options to take forward into Stage 1. Additional work has been undertaken during Stage
1, to further reduce the number of options prior to public consultation to five.

•

Based on the Stage 1 economic assessment, all five options have been shown to provide medium
value for money. There is potential for a higher value for money ratings when further benefits are
monetised in Stage 2.

DfT December 2013: Value for Money Assessment: Advice Note for Local Transport Decision Makers
Jacobs, December 2016: A120 Braintree to A12 Stage 1 Environmental Assessment Report
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•

There is broad stakeholder support for a significant intervention on the A120 corridor.

•

Formalised governance and engagement processes are already in place.

•

Key risks and dependencies have been identified with mitigation measures being implemented.

Given the above, it is proposed that all five options be taken forward to the next stage of the appraisal process
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8. SAFETY ASSESSMENT
8.1

Impact on Road User - Strategic Safety Action Plan

The scheme option proposals have been considered and reviewed in the context of the overall scheme
objectives, including safety.
This overall scheme objective is based on the existing Highways England’s Key Performance Indicator, that the
level of killed and serious (KSI) injured casualties be decreased by at least 40% by the end of the year 2020,
based on the 2005 – 2009 baseline. Additionally, Highways England’s aspiration is for no-one to be hurt whilst
using or working on the strategic road network. The Roads Investment Strategy contains an aspiration for zero
KSIs by the year 2040. It should be noted that detailed safety objectives would be developed at PCF stage 2, as
part of the PCF Safety Plan.
Highways England’s Expressway Technical Note (2016) describes a safety objective for Expressway routes as
providing a similar safety performance as a dual 3 lane motorway (D3M) (without MIDAS). Additionally it is
expected that no road user group would be adversely disproportionately affected. In order to meet these
objectives, a suite of 15 characteristics are required to be adopted. It is accepted that MIDAS contributes a 13%
reduction in collisions, so the measure of new route performance for an Expressway standard route has been
taken as D3M plus 13%.
A COBA LT assessment will be carried out based on traffic modelling for use in the Business Case. The road
user safety assessment of each option for this Technical Appraisal Report has been undertaken based on the
following parameters:•

•
•
•
•

Likely impact on KSI performance of the route (based on fatal weighted index (FWI). FWI considers
collisions in the rough proportions which they occur in national statistics. (1 fatal = 1; 1 serious = 0.1; 1
slight = 0.01).
Compliance with Expressway characteristics, and achievement of Expressway safety objectives.
Initial consideration of potential impact on existing routes in the study area.
Initial assessment of departures from standards
Potential effect on individual road users groups, including non-motorised users (NMU).

The existing safety performance of A120 between south-west of Galleys Corner (A120/B1018/Cressing
Road/Long Green) and Marks Tey junction (A120/A12 J25), based on the period 2011 to 2015 (selected
elements are based on the 2010 – 2014 baseline) are identified in the ‘Existing Safety Conditions’ section of this
Technical Appraisal Report, and locations of collisions involving personal injury are shown on plans in Appendix
C. Highlights of the existing safety performance are summarised as follows:•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The level of both casualties and collisions on A120 in the study area was above the five year average
(based on 2011-2015), during 2014 and 2015.
The level of KSI collisions was lower than the five year average (based on 2011-2015) during 2015, but
higher in 2011 and 2014.
The level of slight injury collisions was higher than the five year average (based on 2011 – 2015) during
2014 and 2015.
Collision clusters (more than 4 collisions per annum) were identified at A120/B1018 Galley’s Corner and
A120/A12 J25, Marks Tey (NB some collisions are on A12 at this location); additional collision clusters
were identified at five other locations on A120, and at two locations on A12 in the study area.
A group of non-motorised user collisions was identified on A120 between the village of Little Tey and
Marks Tey.
Overall, no road users are disproportionately adversely represented in the statistics.
Some sections of A120 do not provide a safe environment for NMUs – in some lengths, NMU facilities
are discontinuous, change from one side of the road to the other and are of varying widths. There are
no cycle facilities at Marks Tey junction although there is a footbridge over the A12. There is a shared
cycleway/footway underpass at A120/B1018 Galleys Corner junction, and there are pelican crossings in
the village of Bradwell and at Marks Tey.
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Impact on Road Workers – Strategic Safety Action Plan
This assessment will cover impact on road workers during the operation and maintenance of the route after its
commissioning. Highways England has an overall objective that no-one should be harmed whilst using or
working on the strategic road network. This builds on Highways Agency’s Policy of Aiming for Zero for road
workers, which has resulted in a number of initiatives such as eliminating crossing of live carriageways by the
end of 2016.
There will be no specific numerical safety objective set for road workers. This risk will be managed in
accordance with the requirements of the Health and Safety at Work Act to be reduced So Far As Is Reasonably
Practicable (SFARP). This is a legal requirement.
The introduction of Expressway roads would reduce risk for road workers in a number of ways. These include
the use of concrete barriers, which reduce the level of maintenance and replacement works required, thus
reducing exposure to risk, introducing combined emergency and maintenance bays and technology, all of which
can improve protection of road workers and facilitate safer maintenance of additional technology assets, and
introduction of a five year non-maintenance period after handover of a scheme for operation. Each option has
been assessed to consider the impact on road worker safety. Road workers include Highways England
employees including traffic officers and supply chain workers working on contracts on behalf of Highways
England.
Option Assessment Summary (Road User and Road Worker Safety)
Each of the options is assessed below and a summary of the safety performance of the options is provided in a
table at the end of the section.
Option 1b
This option would provide a D2AP Expressway which would commence just west of the existing River Brain
bridge and continue to the south of the existing A120 alignment, joining the A12 south-west of the existing
junction at Marks Tey on A12. A new junction would be provided to the south-east of the existing Galleys Corner
junction, with local road links on the south side of the existing A120 to Long Green and Fowlers Farm
roundabout, and across the proposed A120 to a new roundabout on the existing A120 north of Cressing Road.
A local link road would be provided from the existing A120 south of Marks Farm to provide a link for A131 traffic
to the new grade separated junction. A further grade separated junction would be provided linking the existing
A120 with the new route just west of the River Brain.
The route is likely to perform in accordance with Expressway safety objectives (provided all elements are
provided), which could result in substantial reductions in SRN KSI and casualty rates compared with the existing
single carriageway route. There are no significant departures from standards which would require mitigation to
operate safely.
Initial assessment of the residual existing route and other local roads suggests traffic flows would be reduced
significantly by this option (informed by traffic modelling). This would also reduce the casualty rates but
mitigation may be required to avoid increased traffic speeds through reduced congestion, resulting potentially in
affecting the level of KSIs. This option may provide ability to introduce enhanced NMU facilities and deal with
severance issues. The section of A12 between the existing A120 junction (J25) and the proposed junction
would be subject to an increased traffic flow, with corresponding effect on collisions.
The option is assessed as providing significant safety benefits.
Road worker safety on the proposed route would be improved significantly over the existing route by the
provision of a range of measures, including concrete barrier, fixed taper points and combined
emergency/maintenance bays, which would reduce maintenance interventions and exposure to risk, or ensure
they are designed to maximise safety of road workers and road users. Road worker safety on the existing route
would not be improved but reduction in traffic flows (levels informed by traffic modelling) might facilitate greater
time periods when works could be carried out. Incidents may also be reduced.
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Option 3
This option would provide a D2AP Expressway off-line improvement starting from Galleys Corner and following
an alignment crossing the existing A120 route to the west of Bradwell. It would continue on-line to the east of
Coggeshall, and then off-line to a new junction with the A12, south-west of the existing junction on A12 at Marks
Tey. The option would include a grade separated junction east of the existing junction at Galleys Corner, with a
D2AP link back to A131 to the north of the location and single carriageway local road links to B1018, Fowlers
Farm and Galley’s Corner junctions. Grade separated junctions are provided at the intersection with the A12,
and additionally at Bradwell (east) and Coggeshall (east). A compact grade separated junction is provided at
Colne Road, north of Coggeshall, with left in/left out manoeuvres permitted from each main carriageway of
A120. Between Bradwell junction and West Street, Coggeshall, a single carriageway local access road is
provided adjacent to the main alignment.
The route is likely to perform generally in accordance with Expressway safety objectives (provided all elements
are provided), resulting in substantial reductions in SRN KSI and casualty rates compared with the existing
single carriageway route. However the volume of additional junctions compared with other options (two grade
separated and one compact grade separated junctions are additional), the additional section of single
carriageway local access road, and the presence of significant departures from standards, is considered to
reduce the potential safety performance of this option compared with other options. Nevertheless this option is
assessed as providing major safety benefits (presuming departures can be mitigated appropriately).
Initial assessment of the residual existing route and other local roads suggests traffic flows would be reduced
significantly by this option (informed by traffic modelling). This would also reduce the casualty rates but
mitigation may be required to avoid increased traffic speeds through reduced congestion, resulting potentially in
affecting the level of KSIs. This option may provide ability to introduce enhanced NMU facilities and deal with
severance issues. The section of A12 between the existing A120 junction (J25) and the proposed junction
would be subject to an increased traffic flow, and thus collisions.
Incidents may also be reduced, and network availability increased.
Road worker safety on the proposed route could be improved significantly over the existing route by the
provision of a range of measures, including concrete barrier, fixed taper points and combined
emergency/maintenance bays, which would reduce maintenance interventions and exposure to risk, or ensure
they are designed to maximise safety of road workers and road users. The presence of additional junctions and
departures from standards in this option may increase the complexity of temporary traffic management required
for road works, and may have an impact on road worker safety. Road worker safety on the existing route would
not be improved but reduction in traffic flows (levels informed by traffic modelling) might facilitate greater time
periods when works could be carried out.
Option 4b
This option would provide a D2AP Expressway off-line improvement which starts from Galleys Corner and like
option 1b, would continue to the south of the existing A120 alignment, joining the A12 south-west of the existing
junction at Marks Tey on A12. The option would include a grade separated junction east of the existing junction
at Galleys Corner, with a D2AP link back to A131 to the north of the location and single carriageway local road
links to B1018, Fowlers Farm and Galley’s Corner junctions.
The route is likely to perform in accordance with Expressway safety objectives (provided all elements are
provided), which could result in substantial reductions in SRN KSI and casualty rates compared with the existing
single carriageway route. There are no significant departures from standards which would require mitigation to
operate safely.
Initial assessment of the residual existing route and other local roads suggests traffic flows would be reduced
significantly by this option (informed by traffic modelling). This would also reduce the casualty rates but
mitigation may be required to avoid increased traffic speeds through reduced congestion, resulting potentially in
affecting the level of KSIs. This option may provide ability to introduce enhanced NMU facilities and deal with
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severance issues on the existing route. The section of A12 between the existing A120 junction (J25) and the
proposed junction would be subject to an increased traffic flow, with corresponding effect on collisions.
The option is assessed as providing significant safety benefits, and slightly more than option 1b owing to the
lower number of junctions near Braintree.
Road worker safety on the proposed route would be improved significantly over the existing route by the
provision of a range of measures, including concrete barriers, fixed taper points and combined
emergency/maintenance bays, which would reduce maintenance interventions and exposure to risk, or ensure
they are designed to maximise safety of road workers and road users. Road worker safety on the existing route
would not be improved but reduction in traffic flows (levels informed by traffic modelling) might facilitate greater
time periods when works could be carried out. Incidents may also be reduced.
Option 8
This option would provide a D2AP Expressway off-line improvement which would commence just west of the
existing River Brain bridge, Braintree and travel east and then south to join the A12 at junction 23 (south-west of
Kelvedon). A new junction would be provided to the south-east of the existing Galleys Corner junction, with local
road links on the south side of the existing A120 to Long Green and Fowlers Farm roundabout, and across the
proposed A120 to a new roundabout on the existing A120 north of Cressing Road. A local link road would be
provided from the existing A120 south of Marks Farm to provide a link for A131 traffic to the new grade
separated junction. A further grade separated junction would be provided linking the existing A120 with the new
route just west of the River Brain.
The route is likely to perform in accordance with Expressway safety objectives (provided all elements are
provided), which could result in substantial reductions in SRN KSI and casualty rates compared with the existing
single carriageway route. There are no significant departures from standards which would require mitigation to
operate safely.
Initial assessment of the residual existing route and other local roads suggests traffic flows would be reduced
significantly by this option (informed by traffic modelling). This would also reduce the casualty rates but
mitigation may be required to avoid increased traffic speeds through reduced congestion, resulting potentially in
affecting the level of KSIs. This option may provide ability to introduce enhanced NMU facilities and deal with
severance issues on the existing A120.
The section of A12 between the existing A120 junction (J25) and the proposed junction would be subject to an
increased traffic flow, with corresponding effect on collisions. In this option, a longer length of A12 is affected,
although the length of the proposed A120 route is shorter than all other options except option 9a.
The option is assessed as providing significant safety benefits.
Road worker safety on the proposed route would be improved significantly over the existing route by the
provision of a range of measures, including concrete barrier, fixed taper points and combined
emergency/maintenance bays, which would reduce maintenance interventions and exposure to risk, or ensure
they are designed to maximise safety of road workers and road users. Road worker safety on the existing route
would not be improved but reduction in traffic flows (levels informed by traffic modelling) might facilitate greater
time periods when works could be carried out. Incidents may also be reduced.
Option 9a
This option would provide a D2AP Expressway off-line improvement which starts from Galleys Corner and like
option 8, travel east and then south to join the A12 at junction 23 (south-west of Kelvedon). A new junction
would be provided to the south-east of the existing Galleys Corner junction, with local road links on the south
side of the existing A120 to Long Green and Fowlers Farm roundabout, and across the proposed A120 to a new
roundabout on the existing A120 north of Cressing Road.
The route is likely to perform in accordance with Expressway safety objectives (provided all elements are
provided), which could result in substantial reductions in SRN KSI and casualty rates compared with the existing
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single carriageway route. There are no significant departures from standards which would require mitigation to
operate safely.
Initial assessment of the residual existing route and other local roads suggests traffic flows would be reduced
significantly by this option (informed by traffic modelling). This would also reduce the casualty rates but
mitigation may be required to avoid increased traffic speeds through reduced congestion, resulting potentially in
affecting the level of KSIs on the existing A120 route. This option may provide ability to introduce enhanced
NMU facilities and deal with severance issues on the existing A120.
This option is the shortest of all routes so would increase casualties by the least amount. However, the section
of A12 between the existing A120 junction (J25) and the proposed junction would be subject to an increased
traffic flow, with corresponding effect on collisions. In this option, a longer length of A12 is affected, although this
is offset by the length of the proposed A120 route being shorter than all other options.
The option is assessed as providing significant safety benefits and slightly more than option 8 owing to the
lower number of junctions near Braintree.
Road worker safety on the proposed route would be improved significantly over the existing route by the
provision of a range of measures, including concrete barrier, fixed taper points and combined
emergency/maintenance bays, which would reduce maintenance interventions and exposure to risk, or ensure
they are designed to maximise safety of road workers and road users. Road worker safety on the existing route
would not be improved but reduction in traffic flows (levels informed by traffic modelling) might facilitate greater
time periods when works could be carried out. Incidents may also be reduced.
Options Assessment – Road User and Road Worker Safety
The overall safety assessment is shown below (note for the option assessment categories refer to Table 39),
and is based on existing knowledge of traffic modelling, and a presumption that the improvement scheme would
include all Expressway features and operating regime, and that by the time of opening, A12 would be operating
with all Expressway features and operating regime.

Core
Programm
e Objective

A Safe and
Serviceable
Network

Overall
Scheme
Objective

a) Improve
safety for
all road
users
within the
A120
corridor.
b) Improve
safety for
all road
workers
within the
A120
corridor.

Option
1b

Option
3

Option
4b

Option
8

Option
9a

3

2

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

Table 43: Road User and Road Worker Option Assessment
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8.2

Impact during Construction and Operation - Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations 2015

This section assesses the health and safety considerations and impacts during construction and use for each
option. The observations are based upon Stage 1 Options Identification and safety considerations to be taken
through to further project stages during which further design effort will be applied to mitigate hazards. The
maintenance considerations are discussed in more detail in section 11, and a number of health and safety risks
also relate to the residual maintenance operations depending on the options.
The Scheme falls under the definition of construction work as defined in the Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM2015). CDM2015 requires a managed approach to the whole life cycle of
an asset. This includes management arrangements developed by Essex County Council, resources for the
project with the appropriate knowledge, skills and experience and the application of the principles of prevention
to the design process to mitigate foreseeable hazards for construction, use and maintenance, so far as is
reasonably practicable..
Regulatory Oversight
A short table summarises a basic Regulatory Oversight of the project with respect to Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations 2015. The detailed regulatory requirements are outlined in the Regulation and
accompanying guidance.
Topic

Key designations and features

Definition of
Construction
Work

The Scheme falls under the definition of construction work as defined in the Construction (Design and Management)
Regulations 2015 (CDM2015).
CDM2015 is the law that applies to the whole construction process on all construction projects, from concept to
completion; and describes what each duty holder must or should do to comply with the law to ensure projects are
carried out in a way that secures health and safety so far as is reasonably practicable.

Application of
CDM2015 to the
project
Identification and
appointment of
main CDM2015
dutyholders as
project
progresses

Notification of the
project to Health
& Safety
Executive (HSE)

CDM2015 requires for projects involving more than one contractor, the appointment of a Principal Designer and at the
appropriate time before construction commences, a Principal Contractor. For the current stage of the project:
Client

Essex County Council

Designers

Jacobs UK Ltd

Principal Designer

Jacobs UK Ltd

Principal Contractor

TBC by procurement

Contractors

TBC by procurement

The estimated scheme scope and programme duration will trigger the requirement for a F10 Notification to HSE

Table 44: A120 CDM 2015 Summary
General
All the options represent a significant undertaking with regards to the scale of the construction effort required to
deliver the scheme. The options are more fully described in this report in section 5.
Further safety-related aspects are described in this report in the following sections:
Section 8.1

– Impact on the Road User – Strategic Safety Action Plan
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Section 11

– Maintenance Assessment

Section 5.12.8

– Constructability

Although the high level risks identified for each option are described below, as the scheme progresses to a
preferred option the project team will continue to work in accordance with the hierarchy of risk control, seeking
to eliminate risks where possible before looking for design mitigation measures. At a future stage, compiling
information for the construction team and identifying any design-led site control measures will form a key hazard
control task as the project moves from pre-construction to construction.
Option Specific Items (CDM 2015)
Option 3
Option is the partial online option and is therefore the option which has the highest risk created by required
traffic management for both road workers and road users during construction. Constraints will be created during
construction by the requirement to keep existing routes open to traffic during construction. This could result in
restricted space in working areas increasing the risk of road worker / plant conflicts. The phasing for traffic
management to create space for construction will be more complex with greater compromises on productivity
and the ongoing need to maintain the traffic management to keep the public and workforce from being harmed,
although this risk can be mitigated through a combination of TM phasing design and site safety procedures;
Option 3 starts at Galleys Corner and a significant challenge that will be faced for the Galleys corner options will
be the phasing / traffic management for the works. Galleys Corner already experiences significant congestion
and the client and public are unlikely to tolerate large delays. This could create complex works phases and
restricted working space, increasing the risk to road workers and road users due to complex traffic management
layouts. At future design stages further work on the works phasing and TM design will be undertaken in
conjunction with the permanent works design to simplify construction. The solution envisaged at this time,
keeping the A120 at-grade, will help with this.
From the C2 responses a number of clashes with statutory undertakers have been identified at Galleys Corner
including medium pressure gas mains and underground HV cables which will require careful management
during construction. The degree to which the construction envelope conflicts with utility services will be at a
maximum on the online sections as the majority of services will lie close to the route.,
Option 3 crosses the River Blackwater and floodplain to the north of Bradwell. This is a significant river viaduct
crossing of around 190m which will create risks associated with working at height as well as over water. There
is also an existing subway at Galleys Corner which have to be extended and two crossings of the existing A120,
one to the west of Dolphin Pub on the western edge of Bradwell likely to require a temporary diversion of the
A120 and one to the east of Coggeshall to the east of the B1024. On the Coggeshall Bypass there is a Robins
Brook reinforced concrete box culvert and a pedestrian underpass which are to be extended to suit the widened
carriageway. These structures are likely to require some form of demolition which will create risks not present in
the other options which are predominately being constructed on green field sites. These existing A120 crossings
will require traffic management and will result in a concentration of plant.
Although presenting more detail on hazards than the level of design permits, it could be identified that the
additional structures elements including the need for demolition increases the necessary concentration of plant
and personnel required for the construction of highway structures in this location, increasing the potential
hazards arising during construction. This could create an increased risk to both road workers and road users in
particular potential exposure to asbestos and silica dust, work at height, failure of temporary works, manual
handling, plant-person conflict and accidental incursions into the works by the road users.
As well as the high level construction risks detailed above, option 3 is also the option with the greatest number
of mainline geometrical departures which could have an impact on operational safety and may increase the risk
to road users. The opportunities to maximise design-led hazard mitigation are reduced by the constraints of the
existing alignments. Adding further restriction to this aspect will be existing boundary restrictions, thereby
creating construction phase working space constraints and the potential for permanent works to retain some of
the departures from standard that currently affect the route. These features are likely to be reduced in overall
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impact on the scheme by the future design effort and construction phase safe systems of work but, may not be
removed entirely for example where a departure from standard cannot be designed out because of the existing
alignment.
Option 3 is the only option which has intermediate junctions; Doghouse Road, Colne Road and Colchester
Road. The majority of road accidents occur in the vicinity of junctions and therefore Option 3 may have a
greater level of collisions during operation due to the spacing of the junctions, than the other options.
Notwithstanding all of the above whilst the risks associated with Option 3 are considered qualitatively to be
slightly greater than other options, due to the comparison made between online and offline construction, the
risks are not considered especially complex or unusual and so this is not by itself considered a conclusive
discriminator between options in the overall project context at this stage. The overall approach to the project
must be seen in the context that all the options involve significant construction activity that will be carried out by
a carefully selected and competent supply chain using largely tried and tested techniques and materials.
Option 4B
Option 4B starts at Galleys corner and therefore will have the same risks associated with the Galleys Corner
junction as detailed for Option 3.
Option 4B crosses through Bradwell Quarry in the middle of study area. As detailed in section 5.12.2 the
restoration methodology implemented by the Quarry will result in poor ground conditions that will require
remediation. The current restoration methodology prior to the availability of ground investigation data is based
on excavating the restored overburden down to London Clay and then replacing the overburden with standard
MCHW compaction.
This will involve an extensive earthworks activity requiring a large quantity of heavy plant and equipment,
generating a hazardous environment. . There would also be risks associated with slope stability (associated
both with excavation and the temporary material stockpile) which would create risks for workers, this risk should
be mitigated by undertaking ground investigation at later project stages. It is hoped that at later project stages a
combined ground improvement solution of partial excavation and dynamic compaction could remove the need
for a large proportion of the required earthworks at Bradwell quarry.
Option 4B crosses the River Blackwater to the east of Bradwell Quarry requiring a viaduct of around 200m
which will require a large concentration of plant as well as creating risks associated with working at height and
adjacent to / over water. In addition either side of the river there is likely to be soft alluvium which could cause
adverse settlement, however ground investigation carried out at later stages should help to eliminate / mitigate
this risk.
Option 1B
Option 1b commences on the A120 Braintree Southern Bypass, leaving the existing A120 alignment to the east
of Notley Road bridge heading to a new grade separated junction to the north of Tye green.
Option 1B requires a large structure across the River Brain (100m) which will involve work at height over water.
In addition this structure will require a concentration of plant in this location.
Option 1B is required to cross under the Braintree – Whitham Branch railway line which is likely to require a
more complex structure than is required for other options such as a jacked box which is likely to create higher
construction risks than the other structures on the scheme.
Option 1B also passes very close to the Braintree sub-station and as a result requires the diversion of some
132kV overhead cables including the relocation of pylons. This work will need to be carefully managed due the
risk of working adjacent to electricity as well as dismantling the pylon structures. There is also a localised high
pressure gas main affected by Option 1B.
Option 1B then passes through the Quarry and over the River Blackwater attracting similar risks to those
described in Option 4B.
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Option 8
Option 8 is similar in nature to option 1B with the River Brain junction (River Brain Viaduct, Braintree Branch
Line structure, HV cables and localised high pressure gas main). Option 8 also passes through Bradwell
Quarry, although for a shorter distance than for options 1B & 4B.
Option 9B
Option 9B commences at Galleys Corner attracting the traffic management hazards and concentration of utility
service diversions as described for option 3. Option 9B encroaches on Bradwell Quarry as attracting hazards as
described in option 4B though similar to option 8, this encroachment is not as extensive as options 1B & 4B.
A12 Tie in – All options
All A120 options under consideration tie into the A12 either at J23 or J24A. The A12 RIS 1 project is being
developed ahead of the A120 and therefore by the time A120 opens the A12 in these locations will have been
widened from 2 to 3 lanes (whether online or offline). The junctions at the A12 will require significant volumes of
imported fill transported on the A12 requiring a large number of vehicle movements. Further design effort has
the potential to help reduce this burden on the network but the issues associated with extensive earthworks and
heavy vehicles remains. The junctions will also require bridges that will cross the Great Eastern Mainline
Railway, the existing A12 and the new A12 (if offline) which require significant planning and traffic management
to construct safely.
Notwithstanding the post-construction operation of the route, the extensive offline sections do offer the
advantage previously stated of allowing the contractor greater control of the construction site operations, lower
interaction with the travelling public with reduced potential for conflicts and reduced traffic management burden
on the project. As stated previously, this by itself is not conclusive as there are wider benefits locally and
nationally from considering how each option meets the overall objectives defined for the scheme.
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9. OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT
9.1

Introduction

This section reviews at a high level the results of the traffic modelling against the capacities of links and
junctions to make an assessment of the operation of the scheme.

9.2
9.2.1

New A120 and junctions
Opening year (2026) daily flows on the new A120

DMRB TA46/97 “Traffic Flow Ranges for Use in the Assessment of New Rural Roads” table 2.1 gives a range of
opening year economic flow ranges.
The flow range for a new D2AP road is given is 11,000 to 39,000.
The opening year (2026) AADT flows on the new A120 for each option, taken from Appendix D of the Traffic
Forecasting Report, are shown in the table below.
AADT for each option
Junction to Junction section

Direction
1b

A120 New Alignment from Galleys Corner
to A12

A120 New Alignment from Galleys Corner
to Bradwell

A120 New Alignment from Bradwell to
North Coggeshall

A12 New Alignment North Coggeshall to
East Coggeshall

A120 New Alignment from East
Coggeshall to A12

3

4b

8

9b

Eastbound

19924

0

20073

22086

22325

Westbound

20898

0

21014

21910

22247

Total

40822

41087

43996

44572

Eastbound

21882

Westbound

21866

Total

43748

Eastbound

23033

Westbound

24594

Total

47627

Eastbound

22478

Westbound

24674

Total

47152

Eastbound

24533

Westbound

24608

Total

49141

Table 45: Opening year (2026) AADT flows
It can be seen therefore that the anticipated opening year flows are either just above the above the upper bound
for D2AP for most options, whilst Option 3 is some distance above.
As TA46/97 notes (para 1.5 therein refers), however, these are only flows for initial economic purposes and not
an actual measure of capacity. They do, however, confirm that the flows justify at least provision of a D2AP
section. Hence for operational assessment an alternative method of calculation is considered more appropriate.
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9.2.2

Design year (2041) peak hour flows on the new A120

Tables 6-6 to 6-8 in the Stage 1 Traffic Forecasting Report give hourly flows in the design year (2041) for the
route options for the AM, Inter-peak and PM peak hours respectively.

A120 AM Peak Hour Flows
Junction to Junction section

Direction
1b

A120 Braintree Bypass, Great Notley to
Galleys Corner/New Interchang
A120 New Alignment from Galleys Corner
to A12
A120 New Alignment from Galleys Corner
to Bradwell
A120 New Alignment from Bradwell to
North Coggeshall
A12 New Alignment North Coggeshall to
East Coggeshall
A120 New Alignment from East
Coggeshall to A12

3

4b

8

9b

Eastbound

2161

2099

2038

2067

1931

Westbound

3271

3176

3176

3125

2988

Eastbound

1336

1328

1677

1687

Westbound

1674

1670

1758

1744

Eastbound

1502

Westbound

1946

Eastbound

1577

Westbound

2140

Eastbound

1610

Westbound

2133

Eastbound

1761

Westbound

1781

Table 46: Design year (2041) A120 AM Peak hour flows

A120 PM Peak Hour Flows
Junction to Junction section

Direction
1b

A120 Braintree Bypass, Great Notley to
Galleys Corner/New Interchange
A120 New Alignment from Galleys Corner
to A12
A120 New Alignment from Galleys Corner
to Bradwell
A120 New Alignment from Bradwell to
North Coggeshall
A12 New Alignment North Coggeshall to
East Coggeshall
A120 New Alignment from East
Coggeshall to A12

3

4b

8

9b

Eastbound

3393

3394

3307

3192

3064

Westbound

2551

2417

2382

2240

2054

Eastbound

1872

0

1872

1953

1955

Westbound

1686

0

1685

1859

1889

Eastbound

2069

Westbound

1716

Eastbound

2124

Westbound

1843

Eastbound

2003

Westbound

1879

Eastbound

2079

Westbound

1989

Table 47: Design year (2041) A120 PM Peak hour flows
TA46/97 Appendix D gives a method for calculating the free-flow capacity of a traffic lane, this being:
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Capacity = A-B*PkHr HGV, where for an all-purpose road A = 2100, B=20
Taking 10.1% as the typical value for the A120 based on data in the Traffic Forecasting Report, gives a lane
capacity of 1898 vehicles per lane per hour, hence for a dual two lane section a total capacity of 3796 vehicles
per hour. This is the free-flow capacity without considering the influence of junctions.
In contrast, the standard for grade separated junctions TD22/06 “Layout of Grade Separated Junctions” uses a
flow of 1600 vehicles per lane per hour for an all-purpose road. (The equivalent capacity for a motorway is 1800
vehicles per lane.)
Comparing the forecast flows against these capacities it can be seen that:
•

Across all the options, the mainline of the new A120 between Braintree and the A12 is well within
capacity – flow ranging from 1328 vehicles to 2140 vehicles max and hence (using the TA46/97
capacity) a flow capacity ratio between 35% and 56%

•

The section of the A120 immediately west of the scheme is approaching or marginally over-capacity in
the design year - the maximum option peak hour flow of 3394 vehicles per hour representing
flow/capacity ratio of 85% (using the TA40/97 capacity) to 106% (using TD22 values). Above ratios of
flow/capacity of above 85% degradation in service and congestion is likely to start to occur.

•

The adoption of expressway standards in particular technology such as monitoring and variable
message signs may help increase capacity above the 1600 vehicles per lane per hour value. It is clear,
however, that this section will be under some operating stress and this aspect will be considered further
as the scheme is developed.

9.2.3

Weaving between junctions on the new A120

All the route options, except 3, do not have any intermediate junctions.
For options 1b and 8, whilst there are two junctions at the west end of the scheme, the River Brain junction and
the Tye Green junction as the River Brain junction is a limited movement junction with no east-facing sliproads
there is no weaving section here and the successive diverges / merges are over 1km apart so there is not
anticipated to be any operational issues here. Similar applies to Options 4b and 9a with the new sliproads at
B1018 Millennium Way, with west facing sliproads only, and the new Galleys Corner junction.
For options 1b and 8 , as noted in the options description text, the River Brain junction is around 1km from the
preceding junction west on the A120, the London Road junction. This weaving section may just be below the
1km minimum as per TD22/06 “Layout of Grade Separated Junctions”, requiring a departure. As discussed in
section 5.8 the initial layout for the River Brain junction has been arranged to maximise the weaving length
provided.
When combined with the high traffic volumes in this section some operational difficulties could occur – this will
be further assessed in future stages.
For option 3, in general the intermediate junctions are over 2km apart and hence in accordance with TD22/06,
the exception being the B1024 Colne Road junction and the Colchester Road junction, which are just under 1km
apart, however the weaving flows are anticipated to be very light. Should this route option be chosen, the design
of this section would be given particular consideration, noting as well the difficulties with the Colne Road
junction mentioned in the options description section.
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9.2.4

Junctions on the new A120

At this stage, the nature of the development of design and the traffic model is such that detailed analysis of the
capacity of the junctions on the scheme is neither possible nor appropriate. Based on some initial indications of
traffic flows from the modelling some general observations can be made, however.
River Brain junction (Options 1b and 8) – flows leaving/joining the A120 here are dependent on how much
flow from the A131 north direction transfers from the existing route via Galleys Corner roundabout to the new
link from the A131 to the Tye Green junction (the “Galleys Corner Bypass”). In the design year it is anticipated
that congestion at the existing Galleys Corner roundabout will discourage traffic from using the original route
hence traffic using the River Brain junction is anticipated to be limited to the order of 250-350 vehicles in the
peak hour in each direction. The initial envisaged layout, particularly the 270 degree loop on the westbound
merge sliproad is then anticipated to be suitable for such flows. (Were traffic such as to require a two lane
sliproad then the loop arrangement could be less suitable with operational difficulties.)
Tye Green Junction (Options 1b and 8) – assuming transfer of traffic as above the junction is anticipated to
see flows in the order of around 1400 vehicles joining/leaving the A120 to the west, much lower flows to the
east 200-400 vehicles. It anticipated that with suitable development of the design the initial layout of a dumbbell
grade-separated junction should suffice.
Millennium Way Slips (Options 3, 4b and 9a) – between 550 and 800 vehicles are anticipated to use this
junction in the peak hour in each direction. At this stage no issues with its operation are anticipated.
Galleys Corner Junction (Options 3, 4b and 9a) – the principal flow here is from the A131 to the A120
westbound and vice-versa with up to around 1000 vehicles hour making this movement. Subject to design
development the capacity and operation of the envisaged dumb-bell layout is anticipated to be satisfactory. The
proposed bridge over the A120 west of the junction between Cressing Road and Ashes Road provides a
separate route for local traffic and thus diverts a smaller, but significant, 400-600 vehicles from the main Galleys
Corner junction, keeping that for strategic traffic.
Doghouse Road, Colne Road, Colchester Road junctions (Option 3) – these are the intermediate junctions
on option 3. They are anticipated to have low traffic flows in the range 100-350 vehicles joining or leaving A120
in each direction. There are thus not anticipated to be any capacity issues with these junctions. The layout of
the Colne Road junction is anticipated to be governed by spatial constraints, which may result in a lower than
ideal standard of provision – a compact grade separated junction is currently envisaged. Notwithstanding the
low traffic flows, the operation of such a junction and its proximity to the Colchester Road junction will need
careful consideration should this route option be progressed.
New A120 Junction – A12 Junction 24a (Options 1b, 3 and 4b) – indications are that flows of up to 1800
vehicles per hour will use the north facing slips, the principal traffic movement, and very small flows 100
vehicles or so an hour for the south facing sliproads. Potentially, depending on analysis of the dumb-bell
roundabout capacity, a free-flow “trumpet” arrangement may be more appropriate, to reduce queues on the
sliproads.. The detail of the junction here, in any case, is heavily dependant on the chosen solution for the A12
widening which is not known at this time.
Re-built A12 junction 23 (Options 8 and 9a) - indications are that flows of up to 1300 vehicles per hour will
use the north facing slips, the principal traffic movement, and smaller flows 400 vehicles or so an hour for the
south facing sliproads. This should be within the capacity of the currently envisaged dumb-bell arrangement but
this will be reviewed as the design progresses.

9.3
9.3.1

Adjacent sections of A12
Design year (2041 peak hour flows on the new A120

Given that the scheme ties-in to the A12 consideration has been given to the operational effect of new A120 in
the immediate vicinity of the tie-in.
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As noted in section 5.5, Highways England are planning to widen the A12 to three lanes in each direction in the
sections that the A120 options tie-in to.
The peak hourly flows on the A12 taken from tables 6-6 and 6-8 in the Stage 1 Traffic Forecasting Report.
A12 AM Peak Hour Flows
Junction to Junction section

Direction
1b

A12 Between New Interchange, North
Keveldon and Mark Tey Jct 25
A12 Between North Kelvedon Jct 24 and
New Interchange
A12 from Jct 24 to 23

3

4b

8

9b

Eastbound

4619

4836

4620

4308

4280

Westbound

5083

5106

5083

5009

4988

Eastbound

3429

3507

3420

4308

4280

Westbound

3553

3683

3501

5009

4988

Eastbound

2880

3028

2884

3848

3818

Westbound

3296

3522

3294

4850

4829

Table 48: Design year (2041) A12 AM Peak hour flows

A12 PM Peak Hour Flows
Junction to Junction section

Direction
1b

A12 Between New Interchange, North
Keveldon and Mark Tey Jct 25
A12 Between North Kelvedon Jct 24 and
New Interchange
A12 from Jct 24 to 23

Eastbound

5815

3

4b
5884

5820

8

9b
5297

5273

Westbound

4282

4516

4295

3937

3938

Eastbound

4133

4254

4130

5297

5273

Westbound

2791

2916

2792

3937

3938

Eastbound

3683

3926

3689

4983

4948

Westbound

2350

2555

2354

3586

3586

Table 49: Design year (2041) A12 PM Peak hour flows

For the three lane widened A12, the capacity will range between 4800 vehicles and 5694 vehicles per hour,
depending on how this is derived as discussed above in section 9.2.2.
It can be seen that:
•

The options with the tie-in north of Kelvedon (1b, 3 and 4b) generate the largest flows on the A12, with
Option 3 by a small margin the critical one.

•

For these three options using the largest calculated capacity this is marginally exceeded in the design
year with a flow/capacity ratio of 103% and this ignores the effect of weaving traffic (see below)
between these junctions. Thus, without further lane capacity there is very likely to be congestion,
operational and safety issues in this section.

•

For the options that tie-in south of Kelvedon (8 and 9b) the flows on the A12 are not as high with
flow/capacity ratio of 87.5% in the area immediately north of the new A12 (junctions 23 to 24), only
slightly above the 85% threshold.

The A12 flows will need to be re-assed in conjunction with the traffic modelling to be undertaken for the A12
scheme.
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9.3.2

Weaving between junctions on the A12

For the route options that join the A12 between Kelvedon North (J24) and Marks Tey J25), options 1b, 3 and 4b,
weaving between the new junction for the A120 and the adjacent junctions on the A12 is an issue.
The proposals for the junctions on the A12 are being developed as part of that widening scheme and the
locations are not fixed. At the time of writing, based on the developing proposals for the A12:
•

The proposed location for the new A120 junction will give a weaving length of around 1.1km to the
preceding junction (J24) on the A120

•

The proposals for the A12 widening scheme show a new junction 25 being provided, south of its
existing location. This then gives a weaving length between the junctions of 1.1km.

Both weaving lengths are just above the minimum 1km minimum given in TD22/06. As proposals for both
schemes develop maintaining the minimum distance will need to be kept in mind.
With the options that tie in south of Kelvedon, options 8 and 9a, the junctions are 4km apart and so more than
2km maximum length as per TD22/06 where weaving effects apply.
A calculation of the lanes required to provide sufficient capacity for weaving using the methodology given in
TD22/06 has been undertaken, the results of which are shown below:
A12

Direction

Junction

J23-24

A120

A120

A120

Option 1b, 4b

Option 3

Option 8b, 9b

AM

AM

PM

PM

NB

J24/J24aJ25

PM

Not applicable as >
2km between
junctions

SB
J24-24a

AM

NB

2.2

2.8

2.4

2.9

SB

2.3

1.8

2.7

2.0

NB

3.3

4.2

3.4

4.4

SB

4.2

3.1

4.4

3.2

Not applicable as >
2km between
junctions

Table 50: Number of lanes required for weaving on the A12

Weaving between the Kelvedon North (J24) and the new A120 (J24a) junction is therefore not an issue, the
proposed three lane A12 providing sufficient capacity. Between the new A120 junction (J24a) and the Marks
Tey junction (J25) , however, the weaving calculation indicates that three lanes on the A12 will not be sufficient
and a fourth lane in both directions would be needed in this section.
The provision of such a lane would ultimately be part of the A12 project and the matter has been brought to the
attention of that scheme for consideration in the future as that scheme develops. In the meantime, the works
cost of providing an extra lane in each direction on the A12 between the junctions has been allowed for in the
A120 costings.
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This area would be given particular consideration as the design of both the A120 and A12 schemes progress,
including the respective traffic modelling.

9.4

Local roads

The local road diversions, away from the junctions, are generally simple replacements for existing rural roads,
many being single track, with only a couple of minor junctions affected by the proposals. There is not anticipated
to be any capacity or operational issues with these realignments.

9.5

Conclusions

The following conclusions can be made:
•

The new A120 itself between Braintree and the A12 will operate well within capacity and should have no
operational capacity issues

•

The existing A120 west of the scheme will be at or close to capacity and there is the potential for some
congestion and reduced performance. Whilst not part of the improvement scheme, the implications of
this constraint will be considered further as the design and traffic modelling progresses.

•

For options tie-ing in between Kelvedon North and Marks Tey it is probable that a fourth lane to provide
capacity for weaving traffic will be needed between the new A120 junction and Marks Tey and allow
safe and efficient operation. (This works cost of this fourth lane has already been allowed for in the
A120 scheme costings.)

•

The indications at this time there are not anticipated to be any capacity or operational issues with the
location/general design of junctions. The Colne Road junction will need particular consideration given its
constrained location, however.

Overall the scheme is anticipated to provide sufficient capacity, operate satisfactorily and fulfil the relevant
scheme specific objectives.
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10.

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

All options of the proposed A120 are proposed to be designed as an expressway. The design standards for
Expressways are currently under development as detailed in the Implementation of New Standards PCF
product (Document Reference: B3553T41-JAC-HGN-00-REP-C-0007).
The current available design guidance for expressways is included in the Expressway Technical Note
(Document Reference HE_DES_V1.0_20160309). This technical note indicates that A120 between the A131
and M11 J8 is designated as a current, planned and potential expressway. In addition the A12 between M25
J28 and A14 J55 is also designated as a current, planned and potential expressway. The section of the A120
between the B1417 to Marks Tey is designated as an option for further expressway.
As the A12 in the location that all A120 options will tie into will be designed to expressway standards there is
therefore the possibility to create a high quality route from the A12 to the M11 and Stansted airport.

10.1
10.1.1

Options Design Implications for the Utilisation of Technology in terms of:

ITS systems - Traffic loops, VMC, CCTV etc.

The proposed provision of technology on the A120 is based on the expressway core requirements which are
expected to include:
•

Motorway Incident Detection and Automatic Signalling (MIDAS) – It is expected that this would be radar
based to avoid the need for loops in the carriageway. The system would detect speed, headway, and
occupancy of traffic within a zone and provides the prompt for the system to them automatically set the
speed limits on safety grounds.

•

Comprehensive CCTV Coverage – It is expected that Pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras will be provided
linked to the Regional Control Centre (RCC)

•

Variable Message Signs (VMS) – These message signs would display incident and traffic management
details. It is anticipated that these signs would be located on MS4s and co-located at Emergency
Refuge Areas (ERAs)

•

Variable Mandatory Speed Limits (VMSL) – The ability to display variable speed limits will be used
when there is an abnormal situation such as incidents, or if advice is being given to drive slower in bad
weather, and may also be used during maintenance.

10.1.2

Communications Network

•

It is a core Expressway Requirement that all technology assets shall be integrated into Highway
England’s traffic management system (CHARM) which is currently under development. The objective of
the CHARM project is to specify, install and migrate to a new, integrated traffic management system
capable of managing current and planned capacity of the network and with provision to interface with
emerging technologies.

•

It is expected that a longitudinal ducted network will be required linking to the National Roadside
Telecommunication Service (NRTS) in order for them to provide a communication network which will
service the technology proposed.
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11.

MAINTENANCE ASSESSMENT

11.1

Impact of Operational Regime

The proposed scheme would be to an Expressway standard, currently defined in Highways England’s Technical
Note issued in 2015. An Interim Advice Note containing further details is planned for issue. The operational
regime would include a number of elements designed to facilitate future maintenance. There would also be a
five year maintenance free period after completion.
Civils Infrastructure

Key elements include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Concrete barrier – this would virtually eliminate repair resulting from collisions, reducing exposure to risk
for workers and road users, and increasing network availability.
Geometric Standards – the use of high standard geometry would facilitate safer operation of routine
maintenance and temporary traffic management ***
Structures – New structures would be provided at Galleys Corner and the intersection with the A12
(New grade separated junctions * and ***), the River Brain*, the River Blackwater ** (viaduct), the Great
Eastern Main Line, the Braintree Branch Line *, side road bridges, minor structures for Non-motorised
User crossings, and various culverts. Safe access will be designed to facilitate maintenance of this
infrastructure.
Pavement – pavement would be maintained using standard methods, and would require lane closures.
Drainage – Safe access would be provided to enable required maintenance of drainage facilities
including channels, gulleys, attenuation and pollution control measures.
Soft estate and fencing - Safe access would be provided to enable required maintenance of aspects
these elements.

* Additional grade separated junction west of River Brain, River Brian Bridge and Braintree Branch Line Bridge
required, Options 1b and 8 only
** The River Blackwater Bridge not required, options 8 and 9a
*** Additional grade separated junctions required at Bradwell, Colne Road and Coggeshall (East) and single
carriageway local access road between Bradwell and Coggeshall – Option 3 only.
Technology

Key elements include:
•
•
•

•

Maintenance Access – provision of emergency bays combined with maintenance access bays and
technology cabinets, and variable message signs would facilitate safer maintenance of assets.
MIDAS Detectors – Above ground detection would reduce maintenance requirements on the carriageway,
minimising loop detector repair, traffic management interventions and exposure to risk.
Temporary Traffic Management – Rotating Temporary Traffic Management Signs (ROTTMS) would be
provided based on designed fixed taper points to facilitate placing of TM signing without the need for road
workers to work from or within the carriageway to place the signs. The signs could be turned on and would
provide further protection to road workers engaged in placing cones and lamps from vehicles.
Variable Message Signs – these can be used to further enhance advance warning of road works and
implementation of temporary speed limits.
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11.2

Maintenance Strategies

Initial design hazard elimination and risk reduction has been commenced, which includes elements related to
operational and maintenance safety. The development of the maintenance strategy would have the Principles of
Prevention at its core using the hierarchy of control – Eliminate, Reduce, Investigate, Control (ERIC) for risk
reduction or elimination (). This may be achieved through various means, and particularly through avoiding the
hazard altogether through design wherever possible by considering occupational and system safety throughout
the lifecycle of the asset and minimising exposure to risk. Elements may include:•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Combining cyclic activities (such as routine street lighting repair, drainage, litter picking) in shared traffic
management, subject to appropriate risk assessment of adjoining activities, to minimise network
occupation, maximise network availability and minimise periods of exposure to risk for road workers and
road users.
Use of materials and products which minimise required maintenance interventions.
Scheme design which minimises maintenance interventions required (for example, drainage).
Off highway maintenance access, where appropriate, from the local road network.
Safe access routes along the highway and to assets such as structures and roadside equipment.
Facilitation of design areas of hardened verge for maintenance vehicle access and to facilitate mobile
lane closures where appropriate.
Use of technology to improve our safety in design approach to improve monitoring, durability and ease
of access.
Strategic diversion routes would be developed in collaboration with the Police and Operations
Directorate.
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12.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

12.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a summary of the potential environment effects that may arise from the A120 Scheme.
This has been based on the results of the PCF Stage 1 Environmental Assessment Report. Environmental
assessment will continue to be carried out in later stages of PCF Stage 2. Baseline environmental conditions
are described in Section 5 of this report.
A summary of the key points arising from the evaluations is provided below for each topic. This includes a
commentary on any likely notable difference in the effects of the options.

12.2

Air Quality and Carbon Emissions

For carbon emissions, the A120 scheme is likely to lead to a marginal deterioration in emissions (i.e. greater
amount of emissions) based on the increases in distance travelled with the A120 scheme. In addition, the A120
scheme is likely to generate more vehicles traveling on the network and/or vehicles rerouted onto the new route
alignment. The options will also lead to great NOx/NO2 levels to receptors along the options. Therefore, all of
the options were considered to overall have a slight adverse effect on air quality; however, these effects are
not considered significant.
The scheme will also lead to a slight beneficial effect on receptors along the A120 and in the south east of
Braintree by relieving congestion and reducing the amount of traffic which would use this road.
In terms of differences between the options, options 4B and 9A were found to have the lowest number of human
exposure receptors within 200 metres compared to other options.

12.3

Cultural Heritage

All of the route options are considered to have potential significant adverse effect – mitigation may be
possible. All of the routes are likely to affect the setting of a number of Grade II listed buildings and may affect
unknown buried archaeological remains. Key differences between the routes are:
•

Options 3, 8 and 9A may have potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be possible on
the setting of Grade II* listed buildings.

•

Options 4B and 9A may have potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be possible on the
setting of Glazenwood House and Garden (non-designated historic garden).

•

Options 8 and 9A may have potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be possible on the
setting of scheduled monuments.

•

Options 4B, 8 and 9a may disturb known archaeological remains considered to be of moderate
significance. This is considered a significant adverse effect – mitigation may be possible, depending
on the exact location and nature of the buried remains.

12.4

Landscape

All of the route options are considered to have potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be
possible. Realigned side roads, overbridges and NMU routes have the potential to give rise to adverse
landscape and visual effects. However these effects are similar for all options. All of the routes will have the
following potential effects:
•

Effects on the setting and views of listed buildings.

•

Views from where the route rises on embankments to cross the A12 and railway line.
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•

Views from residential receptors.

•

Are likely to sever medium sized arable fields and hedgerows.

The following are differences between the routes:
•

Option 1B crosses both the River Brain and River Blackwater valleys on embankment and both railways
lines. It also severs common land but avoids substantial areas of woodlands.

•

Option 3 crosses the River Blackwater south of Sisted and Robins Brook north of Chelmsford, which are
considered particularly sensitive. The option would affect the setting of the Sisted Conservation Area. This
option would lead to the loss of existing established highway vegetation, potentially opening up views for
local residents.

•

Option 4B may have effects on the setting of Glazenwood Park and Garden.

•

Option 8 crosses both the River Brain on embankment and both railways lines.

•

Option 9A follows the shortest route and is considered least at odds with field pattern, landform, existing
woodland and settlements.

12.5

Nature Conservation

All of the routes are likely to have the following potential significant effects – mitigation may be possible:
•

All of the options may have effects on European sites through the hydrological connectivity of rivers and
channels and through potential effects on migratory birds.

•

All of the routes may lead to the loss and degradation of habitat and fragmentation of species of
high/national importance, medium/county importance. These effects are considered potentially significant
adverse - mitigation may be possible. The routes will lead to the fragmentation of some linear habitats.
Notable species include Barbastelle bats and birds of national importance. A number of medium
importance species may have potentially significantly adverse effect – mitigation may be possible. These
include great crested newts, dormouse and water vole.

•

All routes may have potential significantly adverse effect – mitigation may be possible effects on
riparian environments, rivers and ponds.

The following differences have been noted between the routes:
•

Options 1B, 3 and 4B will potentially have potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be
possible, on non-statutory sites, such as local wildlife sites, adjacent to the route.

•

Option 8 and 9a will only have slight adverse effects on non-statutory sites, such as local wildlife sites,
adjacent to the route.

•

Route 3 will affect the least amount of habitats of high/national importance.

•

Route 4b will affect the least amount of pond habitats (medium importance).

•

Route 8 will have slight adverse effects on habitats of low/local value, while the other options will have
potentially significant adverse effects – mitigation may be possible.

It should be noted that the current impact assessment is based on an ecological phase 1 survey. Presence
surveys would be required to establish the presence of species and determine measures that would best
minimise adverse impacts and provide residual beneficial effects
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12.6

Geology and Soils

All of the route options are considered to have a potential significant effects – mitigation may be possible.
All of the options will lead to impacts on secondary A aquifers and secondary (undifferentiated) aquifers.
Impacts may occur from potential mobilisation of contaminated land and from construction activities. All of the
routes will lead to dewatering activities for cuttings, which may have effects on domestic abstractions with
varying distances from the option. In addition, all of the routes will cross land with soils considered of grades 2
and 3 agricultural land (best and most versatile soils).
The following differences have been noted between the routes:
•

Route option 1B and 8 crosses both the River Brain and the River Blackwater.

•

The main lines of options 3, 8 and 9A only cross the major watercourse of River Blackwater (considered of
high sensitivity for geology and soils). However, the junctions associated with these routes may also cross
the River Brain. The options also cross numerous smaller watercourses of varying sensitivity. This may
potentially increase the risk of degradation of water quality.

•

The main lines of options 1B and 4B cross the major watercourses of River Blackwater and River Brain
(considered of high sensitivity for geology and soils). The options also cross numerous smaller
watercourses of varying sensitivity. This may potentially increase the risk of degradation of water quality.

•

Options 1B, 3 and 4B will lead to the removal of a licenced abstraction well.

•

Options 1B, 4B, 8 and 9A will cross areas of potential high risk of contamination.

•

There is a high risk of instability where options 1B, 4B, 8 and 9A cross Bradwell Quarry.

12.7

Materials

The scheme will lead to overall potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be possible for all of
the route options. For materials usage, all of the options would result in potential significant adverse effects –
mitigation may be possible. The majority of waste generated from the A120 Scheme would be from demolition
and construction waste. Potential impacts are primarily associated with the production, movement, transport
and processing of wastes on and off-site. It is considered that there is adequate waste management capacity in
the area; therefore the significance for waste effects for all options has been assessed as slight adverse.

12.8

Noise and Vibration

The A120 scheme will lead to an overall significant beneficial effect with regards to noise for all routes. This is
due to a reduction on traffic flow along the A120 and includes approximately 100 residential properties in NIA’s.
Significant noise benefits are also likely on properties in NIA’s along the Braintree bypass. Significant
beneficial noise effects are also expected for properties in the areas not within NIA’s along the existing A120.
A relatively small number of sensitive receptors have the potential to experience significant adverse noise
effects. However, the significance of these effects may be reduced through mitigation. These receptors are
located in the rural areas between Braintree and the A12. Significant vibration effects are not expected from the
operation of the proposed routes. The key differences between the options are:
•

For two of the options, Option 3 and 8, potential significant effects were noted which may not be
possible to mitigate for two properties. For Option 1B, potential significant effects which may not be
possible to mitigate are expected for one property. Further assessment will be required on the potential
effect on these two properties when traffic modelling data is available.

•

Routes 1B and 3 will provide significant beneficial effects to a great number of properties within NIA’s
adjacent to the existing A120.
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•

Option 1B will have potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be possible on a greater
number of groups of properties.

It should be noted that the noise assessment was undertaken on a qualitative basis and a quantitative
assessment utilising traffic modelling should be undertaken to confirm the outcomes.

12.9

People and Communities

All of the route options will lead to an overall potential significant adverse effect – mitigation may be
possible. However, there would be some beneficial effects associated with the A120 scheme including the
creation of construction jobs, use of local services and suppliers, improvements in access and relieving
congestion and economic benefits from reduced journey times.
All of the options will have potentially significant adverse effects – mitigation may be possible from
temporary disruption during construction to NMUs, permanent loss of best and most versatile agricultural land,
disruption to local business and cumulative effects with other planned schemes.
The following differences have been noted between the routes:
•

Route 3 may lead to slight beneficial effects from improvements in connectivity for NMU’s across the
existing A120.

•

Route 3 will create temporary disturbance for access for the highest amount of schools out of the options.

•

Routes 1b, 3 and 4b will lead to the permanent land take of the western edge of the Marks Tey Point-toPoint course and a potential motor cross track.

•

Option 3 and 9a would require the demolition of Cressing Lodge Farmhouse.

•

Option 1b and 8 will lead to permanent land take of two areas of registered common land (it should be
noted that the common land status for Lanham Green has not been confirmed).

12.10

Road Drainage and Water Environment

All of the route options will lead to overall potential significant adverse effects - mitigation may be possible.
These were noted where the routes passed over significant watercourse, such as the Rivers Brain and
Blackwater, Domsey Brook and Robin’s Brook, with regards to increasing flood risk and on geomorphology and
degradation of water quality. In addition, a number of minor water courses, lakes and ponds are located along
the routes which may have potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be possible.
The following differences have been noted between the options:
•

Options 1B and 8 cross both the River Brain and River Blackwater which would engross on flood zone 3
and have potential impacts associated with sediment input and/or changes to drainage. The other options
only cross the River Blackwater.

•

Options 1B, 3 and 4B affect Domsey Brook. Options 3 effects both Domsey Brook and Robins Brook with
regards to potential degradation of geomorphology and water quality from sediment input. These are
considered high value receptors.

•

Routes 1B and 4B will affect Bradwell Quarry Lake, with regards to degradation to geomorphology and
water quality.
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12.11

Overall Conclusions

For noise and vibration, significant adverse effects – not possible to mitigate, have been noted for two
properties on options 3 and 8 and for one property on option 1B. However, this is based on qualitative results
which will be refined once traffic modelling is available. Further opportunities for mitigation for these properties
will be explored when considering further route design. Given that the A120 scheme will remove traffic from the
existing A120, there is likely to be an overall beneficial effect from the scheme for noise and vibration. Air
quality along the A120 will benefit from the same effects of reduced traffic. However, some slight adverse
effects are expected for air quality along the offline options.
For cultural heritage all of the route options are considered to have potential significant adverse effect mitigation may be possible. All of the routes are likely to affect the setting of a number of Grade II listed
buildings and may affect unknown buried archaeological remains. Several of the routes also affect the setting of
scheduled monuments and Grade II* Listed Buildings, but again mitigation may be possible.
The most notably effects on landscape are expected to be where the options could conflict with the existing
landform, in particular where they cross river valleys, such as the River Brain and River Blackwater, or where
the options cross the A12 and railway. It should be noted that all of the route options cross at least one river,
and all cross the A12 and railway to tie into the A12. In addition, routes 1b and 8 cross areas of Common Land.
A number of effects ranging from slight adverse to potential significant adverse effect – mitigation may be
possible have been noted for junctions and road crossovers. Further opportunities will be sought during the
design process, such as moving junctions and cross overs and different design options to reduce these effects.
All of the options would lead to the loss of habitats and isolation for species of high/national importance,
including bats and birds and for species of medium and low importance, such as great crested newts,
dormouse, badgers and otters. Further surveys would be required to confirm the presence or absence of
species. There may be adverse effects on European Sites from pollution via hydrological connectivity and
disturbance to migratory birds. However, all of these effects have the potential to be mitigated.
In summary, all of the options result in broadly similar level of effects, with no overall potential significant
adverse effects identified at this stage of the assessment, which can’t be mitigated. Benefits include
improvement in air quality and noise along the existing A120 and likely economic benefits from economic uplift.
However, further investigation through data collection traffic modelling assessments, desk studies and site
surveys (particularly with regards to ecology) is required to fully ascertain the effects and mitigation, if required.
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13.

ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

This section contains the scheme appraisal summary tables which aims to provide a concise, across-the-board
overview of the impacts of a scheme option which takes account of all the economic, social, environmental and
financial impacts of an intervention as set out in the Treasury Green Book.
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Table 51: Option 1B Appraisal Summary Table
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Table 52: Option 3 Appraisal Summary Table
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